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Editorial Comment

This specially commissioned edition is the 250th *Prison Service Journal*. *PSJ* was produced intermittently in 1960s, but was re-launched in 1971 with the first edition and has continued ever since. Throughout the intervening years, and 250 editions, it has always offered a space in which research and practice could connect. The Journal has, however, never been solely about trying to do imprisonment better. It has also been questioning, even provoking, seeking to ask sometimes uncomfortable questions about the role and function of imprisonment in contemporary society.

For the 200th edition of *PSJ* in 2012, a special edition was produced. This included re-publishing five articles from the first edition and commissioning distinguished practitioners and researchers to respond to those articles. This brought to light the many changes that had taken place in the intervening years but also the continuities. In many ways the problems and controversies of imprisonment are enduring.

For this special edition, a different approach was taken. A looser commission was offered to distinguished academics to take the past half century as a starting point for their own reflections, commentary and provocations. Each writer crafted their own distinctive contribution in their own unique voice.

The first article is on the topic of prisons and politics and is written by Richard Garside, Director of the Centre for Crime and Justice Studies, and a regular contributor to *PSJ*. His article traces the development of penal politics over the last half century. This has often been conventionally described as a period in which post-war liberalism waned, particularly in the 1980s, with a distinct punitive turn in the early 1990s and on to the current period of embedded punitiveness with historically high levels of imprisonment. Garside, however, offers a different account, noting the dramatic rise in the prison population from 1939 through to the 1960s, which then continued, albeit at a slower rate in the 1970s and 1980s, before intensifying in the 1990s. This account challenges any complacency about a ‘golden age’ and suggests a longer and more deeply entrenched history of penal punitiveness. Garside’s account attemps to expose the radical ideas including abolishing and defunding the prison and see prison reform not solely as an issue of social justice.

For the 250th edition, Professor Joe Sim, another regular contributor to *PSJ*, brings a critical and abolitionist perspective to the last half century. For Sim, the prison is a harmful institution that criminalises the marginalised and sustains the power structures of society. Sim continues to argue that liberal reform will not address the fundamental problems and that abolition is needed — a whole scale reconstruction of social relations and institutions including imprisonment. At the time he wrote the article, Sim saw grounds for optimism in the public agitation to release people from prison due to the threat from the coronavirus pandemic. Since then, the killing of George Floyd and revivalisation of the Black Lives Matter movement has given greater attention to radical ideas including abolishing and defunding the police. Sim has been a long-standing standard bearer for such arguments in relation to prisons.

The media representation of prisons is the topic of Sarah Moore’s article. In particular, Moore uses representations on prison escapes to explore different and changing cultural ideas about prison and society. In the 1970s, Clint Eastwood in *Escape from Alcatraz* is the archetype of a prisoner escaping from a prison that is brutal and dehumanising. He is making a flight from the institution. In contrast, Red and Andy in *The Shawshank Redemption* are making a flight to their idealised fantasy of life on the Mexican coast. Moore goes on to discuss the more complicated depiction in the 2018 TV series *Escape at Dannemora* where the prison and the town it is situated in are monotonous, soulless and stuck in a rut. Dreams of escape are a fantasy for the inmates and workers. Through these representations, Moore outlines not only changes in
penal values and the growth of mass imprisonment, but also broader ideas of freedom and individuality in an increasingly homogenised world.

The fifth article is not a historical article, but instead reports research on the Learning Together initiative, which brings together students from universities and students from prisons. *Prison Service Journal* has always sought to integrate research, knowledge and practice, and therefore the Learning Together initiative is one that *PSJ* has an affinity and solidarity with. This important research shows how the programme has had a positive impact on those who have engaged and it is as much in the social connectedness as the academic content that personal transformation is achieved. This important work offers a new way of thinking about the relationships between prisons and communities and about learning and development in prisons. It is a contribution that has the potential to shape the next 50 years.

As well as the specially commissioned articles, this edition also has the first interview with the Chief Executive Officer of HMPPS, Dr. Jo Farrar. *PSJ* has regularly published interviews with senior figures including those who lead prisons. It is therefore fitting to have this important voice from inside the prison system included in this edition.

As well as marking the 250th edition of *Prison Service Journal*, this is also the first to be published following the passing of Dr. Ruth Mann. Ruth was a distinguished forensic psychologist and editorial board member of *PSJ*. Her work in prisons drew upon research to inform practice in progressive ways. In particular, she was at the forefront of developing innovative interventions for people who had committed sexually violent offences. She also made a major contribution to promoting rehabilitative cultures in prisons. Her work for *Prison Service Journal* leaves an important legacy, including special editions on responses to sexual offending, published in 2008, and on reducing prison violence, in 2016. Her most recent contributions included two articles, published in 2018 and 2019 that outlined and promoted the practices of a rehabilitative culture. In these articles, Ruth argued that, ‘Rehabilitative culture is focused on enabling change — not on creating or maintaining stability’. This could be a description of her own practice, restlessly and imaginatively seeking ways to make a change and have a positive influence. The 2019 article closes with another telling description:

‘...it is my observation that the most powerful understanding of, and efforts towards, rehabilitative culture in a prison occurs when it is personally driven by the prison’s senior operational leadership, involving all levels and disciplines of staff, and when the men or women residing in that prison have a voice and role in culture change too. It is in these prisons where the most exciting transformational work is taking place.’

Of course Ruth personally led the changes she wanted to see, she would bring people together and energise them. She would gently take people along with her, getting them to do things that were difficult or uncomfortable, but could be the catalyst for change. It was in these moments that she had a profound impact on those around her.

The 250th edition of *Prison Service Journal* is dedicated to the life and work of Dr. Ruth Mann.
In October 1969 a short-lived stand-off between staff and prisoners in Parkhurst prison on the Isle of Wight — it lasted less an hour — left 12 prison officers and at least 35 prisoners injured. Reports of prison officer brutality were widespread. The wife of one prisoner told *The Times* that her husband ‘had eight stitches in wounds in his head and some of his fingers were broken and bandaged’.¹ Two witnesses saw a prison officer grab a prisoner saying ‘I have been waiting for this, you black bastard’.² At least one of the protesters, Richardson gang veteran Frankie Fraser ‘took a severe beating’, according to a prison medical officer,³ leaving his eyesight and sense of balance permanently damaged.⁴ During the subsequent trial of nine of the protesters, it emerged that prisoners returning to their cells were forced to run the gauntlet of prison officers lining the corridors, who beat them as they ran past.⁵ In his account of life in Parkhurst in the period leading up to the 1969 disturbance, Brian Stratton detailed the many petty rules and regulations, and outright staff brutality, that contributed to the subsequent protest. Indeed, Stratton recounts his own warning to MPs, delivered earlier in 1969, that ‘there will be a riot unless you can get something done to stop the brutality’.⁶

The events in Parkhurst were followed by a period of major prison disturbances. In August 1972 an estimated 10,000 prisoners across more than 30 prisons took part in a national prisoners strike, called by the newly-established prisoners’ union PROP.⁷ Further demonstrations took place later in the decade. In 1976, for instance, there were over 30 demonstrations, including a major disturbance at Hull prison. Many of these protests were put down with brutality. In the case of the Hull prison disturbance, for instance, the official Home Office inquiry noted the ‘excess of zeal’ of some prison officers, but otherwise exonerated the staff. Two years later, eight officers were found guilty of conspiracy to assault and beat prisoners.⁸

Prison officers too engaged in an increasingly militant campaign of disruption across the decade, ‘of a type, and on a scale, never previously witnessed’, according to an official report.⁹ In 1973, for instance, the Prison Officers Association issued a work to rule instruction to its members. Unofficial action broke out across London prisons in 1975. In the same year, an editorial in *Prison Service Journal* argued that without urgent action, ‘the prison service in this country will be placed in a situation quite disgraceful by national and international standards’.¹⁰ A series of local disputes affected prisons in 1976 and 1977, while in late 1978 the Prison Officers Association agreed on a campaign of industrial action, to commence from November 1978. The result was what Fitzgerald and Sim described as a ‘crisis of authority’ in prisons. ‘It has become increasingly clear that prison officers and governor grades compete for control of individual penal institutions’, they wrote.¹¹

These strikes and disputes within prisons were but part of a wider set of social conflicts that roiled British society during the 1970s. ‘In the late 1960s the teenagers of the previous decade became militant campaigners in Britain’s factories’, writes Selina Todd. ‘They instigated the most radical wave of industrial unrest that the country had experienced since the 1920s’.¹² Between 1965 and 1969, nearly four million working days had been lost to strike action. This rose to

---

14 million between 1970 and 1974, and a further 11.6 million between 1975 and 1979. The struggle between organised labour, in the form of the trade union movement, on one side, and the government, employers and capital on the other, spanned the decade, with no clear winner emerging. During his four years as Prime Minister between 1970 and 1974, for instance, Edward Heath declared five states of emergency: a sign, Todd notes, ‘that strikers were not to be negotiated with, but should rather be treated as enemies of the state’. In the first of two general elections in 1974, Heath’s Conservatives lost to Labour, whose own turbulent period in office culminated in the ‘winter of discontent’ strikes of 1978-1979.

Against this background of intensifying class struggle, law and order themes became increasingly prominent in party political debates. They had begun featuring in manifestos in Britain with the 1959 general election, according to David Downes and Rod Morgan. However, the 1970 general election was, in their view, the ‘real watershed’ moment, with all three major parties devoting ‘more space than ever before in their manifestos to these issues’. From the early 1970s on, a new political consensus around the need for more authoritarian forms of government was in the process of being constructed, as Stuart Hall and colleagues described in their influential study of political and media representations of street violence. As the decade progressed, law and order themes ‘persisted and grew more insistent’, Downes and Morgan argue, reaching ‘their most polarized form in the 1979 election’. Writing in late 1978, just a few months before that election, E.P. Thompson summarised the situation as he saw it:

‘The national crisis — the State of Emergency — the deployment of armed forces — the attempt to induce panic on the national media — the identification of some out-group as a ‘threat to security’ — all these are becoming part of the normal repertoire of power’.

The 1979 general election came at a moment of what Alexander Gallas, following Gramsci, describes as a ‘catastrophic equilibrium… a situation in which class actors engage in their “reciprocal destruction” because both sides are strong enough to launch attacks, but neither side is capable of defeating the other’. As a solution to this ‘catastrophic equilibrium’, Gallas argues, the Conservative party under Margaret Thatcher ‘advanced the authoritarian claim that Britain faced an all-encompassing social crisis, which could only be resolved by taking a hard-line approach to “law and order” issues’. He continues:

‘Along these lines, the 1979 Conservative election manifesto lamented the “growing disrespect for the rule of law”, which was described as “THE MOST DISTURBING THREAT to our freedom and security”. According to the manifesto, there was an ensemble of enemies of the law, who came from all sections of society. It included “Labour”, “the criminal”, “violent criminals and thugs”, “hooligans at junior and senior levels”, “immigrants”, “the young unemployed in the ethnic communities”, “the government”, “strike committees and pickets”, “terrorism” and “convicted terrorists”. All these people apparently had their part to play in creating a threat to the existence of British society’.

This presentation of a series of social and political conflicts as, at heart, law and order issues is striking;
Despite its divisive and authoritarian political programme, the Thatcher governments of the 1980s are often thought of as having been relatively liberal in relation to prisons policy. According to a number of accounts, the inflection point came in the early 1990s, after Thatcher had left office, when prisons policy took a punitive turn. This notion of an early 1990s punitive turn, following decades of relative liberalism, forms part of what might be considered the dominant view within liberal reform circles, as well as among representative figures in academia and policy-making.

In earlier times, the argument broadly goes, the formation and development of prisons policy took place among expert circles, behind closed doors. Such shielding helped to protect prisons policy from the potentially corrosive effects of politicisation. As one anonymous contributor to Prison Service Journal 8 put it in the early 1970s, ‘crime and punishment must be kept out of the political arena. It is far too emotive and emotional an area to allow it to be used for political ends’. Committees such as the Advisory Council on the Treatment of Offenders (established in 1944) and the Advisory Council on the Penal System (established in 1966) formed part of a network of civil servants, experts and practitioners that, in the words of one former civil servant, aided the development of ‘a kind of non-party political, good thinking consensus out of which good penal policy would grow’. Politicians and opinion formers were thought to operate with ‘a tacit, informal but nonetheless effective “gag rule”… treating crime and punishment as subjects so potentially explosive and emotionally charged that good governance and social cohesion require them to be kept out of the public realm’.

In the early 1990s, according to this account, politics and politicians decisively breached these carefully constructed defences. These years marked the beginnings of an ongoing period of ‘extreme politicisation of criminal justice policy’, according to a 2010 report from the House of Commons Justice Committee. The authors of a 2014 British Academy

23. See Gallas, The Thatcherite Offensive, 182.
version of this periodisation. In his highly influential historical periodisation, telling a particular story, with parties embraced... with gusto'.

In a similar vein, Tim Newburn writes that until the late 1980s, ‘there remained relatively powerful voices unwilling to endorse punitive penal policies fully’. From the early 1990s on, however, a new punitive consensus developed, which ‘both the main political parties embraced... with gusto’. It is a compelling argument in some respects, one that appears to make sense of the growth in the prison population over recent decades. In the 22 years between 1970 and 1992, the prison population grew by some 15 per cent, from 39,000 to 44,700. In the subsequent 19 year period between 1993 and 2012, it nearly doubled, from 44,500 to 86,600. In one single year, between 1996 and 1997, the population grew by nearly 6,000, an increase greater than the entire growth across the 22 year period between 1970 and 1992. Since 2012, prisoner numbers have stabilised at this higher level: up a bit now, down a bit then, never straying far from a central figure of some 85,000.

Underpinning the argument is a particular historical periodisation, telling a particular story, with particular political implications. There are different versions of this periodisation. In his highly influential account, for instance, David Garland dates the beginning of the end of penal liberalism to the early 1970s. Most, though, including Garland, do accord a significance the supposed early 1990s pivot. It is the story of an embedded penal liberalism (the 1950s/1960s/1970s to 1992), supplanted by a punitive turn (1993 to 2010), followed by a new era of embedded punitiveness (2010 to the present day). All in all, it presents a rather gloomy prospect, with little by way of potential for progressive, liberal change in the future.

But consider a different periodisation. In her history of the British working class, referred to earlier, Selina Todd divides the century into three periods: 1910 to 1939; 1939 to 1968, and, overlapping with the second period, 1966 to 2010. Viewing prison population changes through Todd’s periodisation lens — which is to take something of a liberty as she did not develop it for this purpose — we might conclude that the most liberal penal period was 1910 to 1939; the prison population halved across those years. Todd’s third period, 1966 to 2010, was far more punitive by comparison, with prison population growth of 156 per cent. The most punitive period, however, was between 1939 and 1968, when the prison population grew by 214 per cent. We can also split Todd’s final periodisation in two, to account for the post-1992 punitive turn of conventional accounts. The first mini-period — 1966 to 1992 — does then appear more liberal. The prison population grew by 35 per cent during that mini-period. During the second mini-period — 1993 to 2010 — the population grew by 90 per cent. Punitive for sure, though still less so than the 1939 to 1968 period.

If prison population trends are a measure of punitiveness — and in some respects at least they surely are — the period of penal liberalism came to an end not in 1992, nor in the early 1970s, but more than 50 years earlier, on the eve of the Second World War. On this reading, the story of the past century is one of penal liberalism until the late 1930s, followed by an extended period of relentless prison growth. In some years the trend slowed, or went temporarily into reverse. In other years it quickened. The direction of travel was, though, remarkably consistent. Under this periodisation, the

story of the past fifty years is not one of a fall from liberalism to punitiveness, but of ongoing, intensifying punitiveness, as Joe Sim has argued.  

From this standpoint, some developments during the Thatcher governments come more sharply into view. During this supposedly liberal decade, for instance, the prison population grew by 15 per cent; less, for sure, than the 44 per cent growth during the 1990s, but double the eight per cent growth in the 1970s. Meanwhile, prisons during the 1980s, in the words of Downes and Morgan, ‘continued to fester, conditions deteriorating on virtually all fronts… locked in a logically endless drift borne of rising numbers and costs in a policy vacuum’. One consequence was ongoing prison disturbances. Between 29 April and 2 May 1986, for instance, 46 prisons in England faced widespread disturbances in what the official inquiry described as ‘the worst night of violence the English prison system has ever known’. Further disturbances followed in 1988 and 1989. Then, in 1990, a number of prison disturbances broke out, including the longest and most destructive prison protest in British history: at Strangeways prison in Manchester. As the official report into the disturbances, published the following year, stated: ‘prison riots cannot be dismissed as one-off events, or as local disasters, or a run of bad luck. They are symptomatic of a series of serious underlying difficulties in the prison system. They will only be brought to an end if these difficulties are addressed’.  

This disastrous end to the decade challenges the notion that the 1980s was a period of penal liberalism. Consider, too, another example, one that to many represents something of the high water mark of depoliticised penal liberalism: the 1991 Criminal Justice Act. Some four years in the making, the Act came about following extensive consultation. The development work included a Green Paper in 1988 and a White Paper in 1990, the latter published little more than a month before the Strangeways prison disturbance. It was the 1990 White Paper that famously declared, in a seemingly quintessential liberal turn of phrase, that imprisonment was ‘an expensive way of making bad people worse’. The White Paper rejected both rehabilitation and deterrence as rationales for imprisonment. ‘Nobody now regards imprisonment, in itself, as an effective means of reform for most prisoners’, it stated. Deterrence, too, did not work, despite its ‘immediate appeal’ for many.  

Yet integral to this rejection of rehabilitation and deterrence as rationales for imprisonment was a rather more authoritarian and divisive argument. It was far better, the White Paper argued, that offenders ‘should exercise self-control than have controls imposed upon them’. Yet this, the White Paper argued, was precisely what was in short supply among those who ended up in the courts. Indeed ‘[m]any offenders have little understanding of the effect of their actions on others’. The seemingly progressive notion of prisons as ‘an expensive way of making bad people worse’ carried a rather more regressive implication: offenders were bad people incapable of being made better. The thinking is captured well in the following passage from the White Paper, a passage redolent with the divisive ‘two nations’ rhetoric of the 1979 Conservative manifesto: 

‘There are doubtless some criminals who carefully calculate the possible gains and risks. But much crime is committed on impulse, given the opportunity presented by an open window or unlocked door, and it is committed by offenders who live from moment to moment; their crimes are as impulsive as the rest of their feckless, sad or pathetic lives.’ 

With potential criminals largely undeterrable, and convicted criminals largely unreformenta, the White Paper placed ‘public protection, denunciation and retribution’ at the heart of the justification of imprisonment. These were the very themes that were to emerge, in sharpened form, a few years later when, in October 1993, the Conservative Home Secretary, Michael Howard, told his party conference that ‘prison works’.

---
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The punitive turn?

On 31 March 1990, an estimated 200,000 people gathered in central London to protest against the poll tax, due to be introduced in England and Wales the following week. The protest ended in running battles between the police and some protesters. The organisers claimed the police attacked indiscriminately. ‘I think we lost it a bit’, one police officer reportedly remarked. Hundreds were left injured. The following day, the 25-day Strangeways prison disturbance kicked off, the largest and longest of a number of prison disturbances to break out that month. The connection between the prison disturbances and the poll tax demonstration was remarked on at the time. A prison officer in Dartmoor, one of the other prisons where disturbances broke out, told the official inquiry that the prison disturbances should be put in ‘the context of other riots... such as … the London poll tax riot the night before the Strangeways riot... A large percentage of prisoners see themselves either unjustly imprisoned or overly oppressed while in prison’. The Labour MP Joe Ashton alleged in parliament that the government ‘was happy to allow the Strangeways disturbance to continue, knocking the poll tax riot off the front pages’. The unpopularity of the poll tax hastened Margaret Thatcher’s downfall. She was forced out of office in November that year, replaced as Prime Minister by John Major.

Major’s Conservatives went on, unexpectedly, to win the 1992 General Election, but the party was badly divided. In September 1992 the UK crashed out of the European Exchange Rate Mechanism, dealing a huge blow to the Conservatives’ claim to competence in economic matters, one from which they never recovered. At the same time, the government was engaged in a bruising, year-long battle with its own MPs over the ratification of the Maastricht Treaty, intended to foster closer European integration. The legislation was only finally passed in the summer of 1993 with the support of opposition MPs, and after the government whipped some recalcitrant backbench MPs into line by tying the vote to a confidence motion. Two years later, the party still badly divided, Major forced a Conservative leadership election, which he won, in a failed attempt to face down critics in his party. The government during this whole period gave ‘the impression of being in office but not in power’, as the former Chancellor, Norman Lamont, memorably said in the House of Commons in June 1993.

In the face of this turmoil and division, argues the former senior Home Office civil servant David Faulkner, the Conservative party needed ‘a suitable populist issue’ to unite around, ‘and crime and law and order were a natural choice’. But if it was an attempt to foster unity, it was one based on reaffirming old divisions: between the silent, angry majority and the dangerous, criminal minority, between the law-abiding and the lawless. As the Home Secretary, Michael Howard, expressed it in his October 1993 Conservative party conference speech: ‘In the last thirty years, the balance in the criminal justice system has been tilted too far in favour of the criminal and against the protection of the public. The time has come to put that right. I want to make sure that it is criminals that are frightened, not law-abiding members of the public’. And then this:

‘Let us be clear. Prison works. It ensures that we are protected from murderers, muggers and rapists, and it makes many who are tempted to commit crime think twice’.

Among the measures Howard announced that day, as part of a 27-point plan, was the building of six new prisons.

Once inaugurated, Faulkner argues, the populism unleashed proved difficult to control, especially given the enthusiasm of the opposition Labour party — to go toe-to-toe with the Conservatives on law and order. It was an enthusiasm vindicated, in the view of many, when Labour won a landslide victory at the 1997 general election. These crucial years, in Faulkner’s view, inaugurated a change in policy direction ‘probably more fundamental than any which could be associated with a change of government, for example in 1979 or 1997’. But this surely overstates the degree of rupture, and

understated the significance, at least, of the 1979 general election. Howard’s predecessor but one, Kenneth Baker, had already mounted populist campaigns against ‘bail bandits’ and joyriders a few years earlier, while during the 1980s the government had introduced the ‘short, sharp shock’ in youth detention centres, among other hard-line measures. Moreover, Howard’s speech itself played to the ‘two nations’ tropes that had been at the heart of Conservative ideology for close on two decades.

Noting these continuities, others have sought to portray the early 1990s punitive turn as a case of delayed-onset Thatcherism. According to Stephen Farrall and Colin Hay, only in the early 1990s did criminal justice policies start ‘to become staunchly infused with new right thinking. When it came, the transition was sharp, with a clear departure from the pre-existing consensus within whose terms both parties had sought to limit the size of the prison population’.44 In Farrall and Hay’s telling, the Thatcher governments of the 1980s prioritised other policy areas — economic, housing and social security policy for instance — leaving criminal justice largely untouched. During the early 1990s, and with the Thatcherites now firmly in control of the party and government, rising crime rates — themselves driven by the spill-over effects from Thatcherite social and economic policies — combined with a growing electoral threat from Labour on law and order issues, creating the conditions for the emergence of a ‘hard-line “Thatcherite” approach’ to law and order.45

For Faulkner, then, the post-1992 developments had something of the cynical political gambit about them. Stoked by the Labour opposition, prisons policy descended into an ever intensifying punitive spiral, with an energy of its own. ‘No party can easily oppose a populist law and order campaign once it gathers momentum’, he writes.46 The pivot to punitiveness was driven more by expediency than necessity. For Farrall and Hay, by contrast, these developments were always a likely consequence of the Thatcherite programme, right from the start. As they write in their conclusion: ‘the social and economic changes they unleashed from 1979 onwards had the net result of demanding a more punitive response to crime’.47 It was a question of when such policies would emerge, not if.

These two divergent explanations — one seeing the post-1992 developments as contingent and unnecessary, the other as over-determined, probably inevitable — agree on the essential problem: explaining the abrupt post-1992 change of direction in prisons policy. But as the earlier discussion of periodisation sought to show, the apparent abruptness of the change is itself an artefact of the explanatory framework. This is arguably a problem with periodisations in general, given their tendency to conceive of periods of seeming homogeneity, ‘bounded on either side by inexplicable chronological metamorphoses and punctuation marks’, to use Fredric Jameson’s striking phrase.48 When sharp breaks are imposed on historical accounts, we create an explanatory mountain to climb, dramatic ruptures being difficult to explain convincingly or comprehensively. We also risk blinding ourselves to the presence and coexistence of perspectives and ideologies, policies and programmes, that cut across these breaks. The Conservative government did not dramatically switch from liberalism to punitiveness in prison policy, some time around late 1992/early 1993. Nor did the Labour opposition discover punitive instincts it had previously disavowed in the name of liberalism. As the shadow Home Secretary, Jack Straw, told BBC Radio just a few months before the 1997 general election: ‘We haven’t opposed a criminal justice measure since 1988’.49

The legacy of Thatcherism

Speaking in 2010, shortly after his appointment as Justice Secretary in the newly-formed Conservative — Liberal Democrat coalition government, Ken Clarke contrasted the prison system in 2010 with the system
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he recalled from his time as Home Secretary in the early 1990s:

'I said soon after I was appointed that I was amazed that the prison population has doubled since I was Home Secretary in the early 1990s, which is not so very long ago. It stands at more than 85,000 today. This is quite an astonishing number which I would have dismissed as an impossible and ridiculous prediction if it had been put to me as a forecast in 1992'.

The ‘astonishing’ prison system he referred to was the one constructed in good part by the Labour governments between 1997 and 2010, building on the work of the Major and Thatcher administrations. During Labour’s years in office, the prison population grew by nearly 40 per cent, from 61,000 to 85,000. The growth was partly fuelled by factors internal to the criminal justice system: new laws and longer sentences, for instance, and the dramatic expansion of the police, which resulted in more arrests and increased criminalisation.

The Blairite political programme also fed this growth, with its tendency towards consolidating the free-market authoritarianism of the Thatcher/Major administrations, while also seeking to widen social inclusion, in particular by expanding education, training and work opportunities. But it was an inclusion with a hard edge. As Gallas notes in relation to one of the flagship Labour policies, the New Deal for Young People, it was more inclusive than Thatcherite approaches, ‘insofar as it sought to address material factors behind poverty like education, and not just attitudinal factors such as the alleged unwillingness to work. Nevertheless, it preserved the focus on the individual and the authoritarian idea that people had to be forced into wage labour for their own good’.

The tendency towards compulsion was complemented by an authoritarian approach to law and order. For instance, in 2004, David Coates notes, Blair condemned ‘what he called “the 1960s liberal consensus on law and order” that had focused... too heavily on offenders’ rights and on miscarriages of justice, and too little on the need for parental discipline and individual responsibility’. The main targets for Labour’s law and order policies during this period, Coates adds, were, in a characterisation that would not have been out of place as a description of the Thatcherite programme, ‘the hardened criminal class, the anti-social lout and the migrant’.

While the Labour governments professed inclusion and opportunity, the material reality on the ground was somewhat different. The social and economic polarisation Labour inherited from the Thatcher and Major administrations increased further under Blair. As Danny Dorling notes:

’The proportion of children living in a family that could not afford to take a holiday away from home had risen; so too had the number of children whose parents could not afford to let them have friends round for tea. Likewise the number of children living in single-parent families without access to a car had risen... New Labour’s record was more like a continuation of Thatcherism rather than something new’.

The law and order policies, including its prisons policies, emerged from, and helped to reproduce, this social and economic polarisation.

Following Labour’s defeat at the 2010 General Election, prison growth stabilised, in good part because austerity-driven reductions in police numbers meant fewer police chasing fewer people to criminalise. Meanwhile, conditions in prisons continued to be grim,
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and in some respects deteriorated. The House of Commons Justice Committee referred to ‘the ongoing and rapid deterioration in prison safety in England and Wales which began in 2012’.

Urgent notifications from the prisons inspectorate have become increasingly common. In 2018 the Chief Inspector of Prisons, Peter Clarke, referred to ‘some of the most disturbing prison conditions we have ever seen — conditions which have no place in an advanced nation in the 21st century’. A year later, he remarked on the ‘deeply troubling’ situation in many prisons. Far too many, he wrote, were ‘plagued by drugs, violence, appalling living conditions and lack of access to meaningful rehabilitative activity’. Levels of self-harm, he added, were ‘disturbingly high’ while self-inflicted deaths had ‘increased by nearly one-fifth on the previous year’. Far too many prisoners, he also noted, were enduring ‘very poor and overcrowded living conditions’.

Resisting and rethinking penal policy

In 2016, once more out of government, Ken Clarke joined forces with the former Deputy Prime Minister, Nick Clegg, and another former Home Secretary, Jacqui Smith, to call for a reduction in the prison population back ‘to the levels it was under Margaret Thatcher. That would mean eventually reducing prison numbers to about 45,000’. Presenting the Thatcher governments as the progressive solution to the punitive problems of the Major, Blair and Brown administrations was, to put it mildly, a counter-intuitive move. But the near doubling of the prison population between Thatcher’s downfall and the defeat of Labour in 2010 does at least offer a challenge to any reflex dismissal of the proposition.

Clarke, Clegg and Smith’s letter, though, had the appearance of a dispatch from a long-forgotten past. The cumulative, quantitative growth in the prison population over many years has delivered qualitative changes to the prison system, and that includes how we experience, think and feel about these institutions. Prisons occupy a far larger footprint in society than a generation ago, both in crude numerical terms, and in relation to their cumulative impact: on prisoners, prison staff, and their families, and in the ripples of influence they exert on society more widely. With a longer view, it is possible to see the so-called punitive turn of the early-1990s as but a waymark on a much longer journey, during which the political significance of prisons in British society has only grown.

At the time of writing, prisons policy appears locked in inertia. The government estimates the cost of the backlog on estate maintenance and repairs at close to £1 billion; it has committed less than a fifth of this total to doing the work. ‘I am not going to pretend that it is enough’, the Justice Secretary, Robert Buckland, sheepishly told the House of Commons in 2019. The Commons Justice Committee argued a few months earlier that ‘ploughing funding into building prisons to accommodate prison projects is not a sustainable approach in the medium or long-term’ and called for the government to explore alternatives. The government has since reaffirmed its commitment to expanding the prison estate by more than 13,000 additional places. Various campaigners and advocates, parliamentarians and inspectors, staff bodies and practitioner groups make regular representations: to improve conditions, to reduce unnecessary imprisonment, to close dilapidated prisons, to develop alternatives. Ministers smile and express sympathy, and the caravan moves on. The COVID-19 crisis, which continues to unfold at the time of writing, has the potential to shake-up this inertia, to prompt a rethink of some basic assumptions about prisons: their purpose, size and scale, their present operations and future development. There are, though, few signs currently of this happening.

Fredric Jameson once wrote that the ‘ideological dimension is intrinsically embedded within the reality, which secretes it as a necessary feature of its own structure’. Prisons create the conditions of their own existence, just as the societies that build prisons secrete the ideologies that sustain them. Untangling the web of politics and ideology, social antagonisms and division, that gives rise to and sustains the prison system; charting a path beyond the confines prisons impose our beliefs and practises, so that we might do something genuinely new and innovative; these are worthy and necessary tasks for the coming years.

61. Jameson, Postmodernism, 262.
Glimpses across 50 years of prison life from members of British Convict Criminology

Dr. Rod Earle is a Senior Lecturer at The Open University and Dr. Bill Davies is a Senior Lecturer at Leeds Beckett University

When the editor of the Prison Service Journal approached us with his proposal to include the views of ex-prisoners in this Special Issue on the last 50 years, we were keen to oblige. Our first ambition was to secure five short first hand accounts, one from each decade, that is the 70s, the 80s the 90s and so on. Quite quickly it became apparent that this would not be possible. Anyone serving a sentence in the 1970s, most probably in their mid-20s, would now be in their late 70s and we just couldn’t track anyone down. As the oldest among the authors, I offer my own recollections of a short sentence served at the beginning of the 1980s when in my early 20s. Bill Davies, somewhat younger but less handsome, offers his of the time he served in the 1990s. We both served short (3 month) sentences but both of us feared, and could easily have received, much harsher punishment.

One of the dilemmas of pursuing convict criminology is how to qualify the implication that these brief and personal experiences can be aggregated into some distinctive criminological contribution. How do we avoid appearing to valorise our experience as if they were something paradigmatic or typical? How can the implied authenticity of our experience be made to count for something without reverting to a sense of timeless, unchanging penalty? The answers are elusive but tend to involve elements of ‘strategic exoticism’ and ‘strategic essentialism’ in which we discuss our experiences in prison as if they were beyond the usual reach of criminologists by virtue of the fact of being direct ‘from-the-convict’ experience. To an extent they are, but they are much less than a comprehensive or fully authentic account, even if we wanted them to be. They are particular and personal and it is by sharing some of the particulars in the vignettes that follow that we seek to offer methodological shape to the potentials of convict criminology.

Notwithstanding the brevity of the prison experiences referred to above, thinking about the last fifty years of prison is likely to have very different connotations, depending on whether you are an academic or were once (or twice or more) a prisoner. As one of the BCC group, Dr Dave Honeywell ruefully remarks, it can seem like the you never become free of the prison: ‘What I’m teaching is what I’m part of…It’s there with me 24/7. Sometimes I think ‘is this dominating myself, am I sort of imprisoning myself here to be always this ex-convict talking about the same thing over and over again’. Dr Honeywell has felt the insidious pull of institutionalisation from two of society’s factories of character — the university and the prison — and lives with the unsettling liminality it imposes on his identity: ‘… the only way I would be able to transform my life through being accepted and fully integrated would be through the university culture… the academy has become the institution in which I am now defined’.

There is also a side-story to the limited range of this assemblage of voices for the 250th issue of the journal. It is one that reflects some of the successes, and difficulties, of the British Convict Criminology group. Established in 2011, both of us as active members of the group are pleased that it offers a conduit into an academic journal on prisons and that this review of the last 50 years will include perspectives from formerly incarcerated people. Criminologists associated with British Convict Criminology have been regular contributors to the journal over the last few years. There are several other potential contributors within Convict Criminology and the wider community of formerly incarcerated British criminologists who might have been able to offer their own accounts of imprisonment in this period, but one of the downsides of
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the growth in university criminology is that academics joining the discipline, with or without prior experience of imprisonment, find themselves having to take on increasingly punishing work routines that preclude and prevent their relatively impromptu contribution to collections like this. University teaching loads, marking and student support, research income targets and demands for ‘impactful outputs’ are ever-increasing and accelerating. We sometimes find ourselves referring with wincing irony to treadmills. Bentham’s vision of prison as a machine for ‘grinding rogues honest’ has travelled far indeed. Universities, for all their elitist ambitions and function, were intended to be places to think and places where time and thoughts could move at a pace determined by the thinker. That’s a rare or unknown pleasure now.

The two vignettes below seek to capture and present something of life inside a prison in two of the five decades covered in this retrospective. The vignettes demonstrate how some of the conventional landmarks of penal policy, law-making (and breaking) and criminological inquiry are lodged in the personal lives of convict criminologists. They are followed by some critical reflections prompted by our onward journeys through criminology.

**Scene 1: Bill Davies, HMP Cardiff, November — December 1997**

(subsequently University of Essex, 2003-2007, BA (Hons) Criminology and Sociology; University of Cambridge, M.Phil. Criminological Research, 2007-2008; University of Hull, PhD Criminology, 2009-2014.)

November 1997 will probably not be memorable to anyone old enough to remember it. So that the reader can locate it in their cultural memory I offer the following: the movie Titanic got released; The British nanny, Louise Woodward, jailed in America for murdering a child in her care, had her sentence reduced to manslaughter; Brazil refused to extradite the (now late) Great Train Robber Ronnie Biggs; The Queen celebrated her 50th wedding anniversary and Barbie Girl by Aqua was number 1 in the charts. It was also the month that I was sent to prison; 10.30am on the 10th of November to be precise, with two sentences of 3 months imprisonment, to be served concurrently. My barrister came to see me in the cells under the court and told me that I was very lucky, and seeing as I could have been sentenced to upwards of 18 months, I felt very lucky.

As it turns out, I was rather unlucky. Had I been up in court 12 months earlier, I might have received a suspended sentence, but this was 1997 and not 1996. In 1996, when John Major was in power, England and Wales had approximately 50,000 people in prison. In 1997 Tony Blair was in power and was finally putting his 1995 leader’s speech on getting tough on crime and tough on the causes of crime to use, leading to approximately 60,000 prisoners, of which I was now one. The National Offender Management Service (NOMS) was still 7 years away, and the first Secretary of State for Justice, Charlie Falconer, was 10 years away from appointment. It would take me another 10 years, an undergraduate degree and master’s degree to realise that I was simply a pawn in the politicisation of crime.

I had no idea about this when I was sat in the prison van watching the world go by on the short two-mile drive to the prison; the prison that I had walked past any time that I went to Cardiff city centre. Even at a conservative estimate of four times a week heading to work, I must have passed that prison thousands of times, never knowing I would one day live there.

It was past 3pm before I got to the prison, and past 5pm before I got through reception and the stores where you picked up your prison issue clothes. There was a lad behind the window asking peoples’ sizes and sifting through piles of clothes looking for the cleanest he could find. While he was doing this he would try and guess the offence of the mannequin before him in a fairground-style ‘guess your weight’ side show; that said, his guess was in the right ballpark.

The first week consisted of 23-hour a day lock up with my cell mate, a nice enough chap in his mid-20s, and a recidivist (a word I would have to wait several years to learn the meaning of) factory burglar who liked to spend the colder months at Her Majesty’s pleasure. It was a dull week listening to my cell mate give a running commentary on the trains arriving and departing Cardiff Queen Street station that you can hear from the window. If you
stood on the pipes and looked through the letterbox of a window at the top of the Victorian cell wall, you could just make out the roof of the trains that were being identified.

There were a number of firsts that week; the first time that I slept in bunk beds with a stranger; the first time I sat on my bed eating lunch while a stranger sat just two feet away defecating on a toilet; the first time I ever read a book in one sitting; the first time I ever felt real boredom. A few years later as I sat in HM Prison Hull interviewing short term prisoners on their experiences of prison, the topic of ‘a lack of meaningful activity’ within prisons came up, and in an instant, I was whisked back to that cold Victorian cell, listening to 17:48 Caerphilly train being announced to the waiting commuters that were blissfully unaware of my self-pity.

After a fortnight of bunk-bed sleep-overs I was moved to one of the newly built wings. It was constructed a year earlier, in time for the boom in occupancy that has always reminded me of Kevin Costner’s ‘build it and they will come’ remark in the film Field of Dreams. This was a single cell (en-suite, of course), with a curtain-less window that afforded a clear view of the top of the multi-story car park where, on Friday and Saturday nights, local women would go so that they could flash their breasts to the ‘zoo animals’. Fast forward eight years to when I first read Gresham Sykes’ (1958) Society of Captives, and I couldn’t help but think of the lack of curtains when I learned of the deprivation of goods and services involved in serving a prison sentence; and the serial flashing of breasts at the top of the car park when I read about the deprivation of heterosexual relationships.

I was offered a job on the garden crew, a job that came with a red band and the opportunity to spend most of the day out of my cell, not to mention the £13.50 weekly wage. In addition to the newfound daily freedom to wander around the inside of the perimeter wall at HM Prison Cardiff, came daily requests to ‘bring in’ items that I might find near said walls. For example, a tennis ball, or dead pigeon that had contraband within them; each request was returned with a polite RSVP declining the offer. Thankfully, those who made the requests were always able to find couriers within the wider red band community, so my refusal didn’t have a negative impact on me or my health. Sykes (1958) would have been proud of me for not being a snitch, and for getting on with my own time, even if he wasn’t there to tell me at the time.

To prepare me for my release the prison sent me on extensive training courses to address my offending behaviour. These courses of re-education consisted of a single one-hour session with a prison officer, a flip chart, a marker pen, and a cautionary tale about drug addiction. Drugs had not played any role in my offending, yet this was the only educational programme that was offered to me — because it was there. Had Dame Sally Coates written her 2016 Review into Prison Education some years earlier, then maybe that would have different. I am now lucky enough in my job at Leeds Beckett university to teach men serving their sentence in a category-A prison and find it the most rewarding thing that I have ever done.

My last week of prison was also a countdown to Christmas. I left prison at 7.30 am on the 24th December 1997, with a small amount of money in my pocket and the advice of my ‘personal officer’ ringing in my ear; ‘don’t worry about work, everyone needs their bins emptied and their windows washed’.

...with a small amount of money in my pocket and the advice of my ‘personal officer’ ringing in my ear; ‘don’t worry about work, everyone needs their bins emptied and their windows washed’.

Scene 2: Rod Earle, HM Prison Norwich,
June-August 1982
(subsequently, Birkbeck College 1993-95, HE Certificate, Sociology of Crime and Deviance; Middlesex University 1995-97 Master’s Degree, Criminology; The Open University, 2014. PhD-by-publications)
In June 1982 when I went for trial, after almost exactly a year remanded on bail, I didn’t expect to get sent down. I hadn’t packed for a prison sentence so when I was taken from the dock down to the cells below the courtroom, I felt a bit numb. Stunned rather than panicked, I didn’t know what to think. My patently inept barrister was little comfort. He had been drafted in on the day of the trial due to the unavailability of my more fully briefed ‘brief’ being unexpectedly occupied on another trial. His local replacement asked if I’d considered changing my plea so ‘we’ could go for a stronger mitigation, telling me I risked a sentence of up to 5 years or more if things went badly. They did, but the judge obviously did not agree with him on the potential sentence and, having been found guilty by a jury, he gave me three months, pronouncing that my actions in printing a fanzine that appeared to incite illegal behaviour (arson) suggested I was probably more of a ‘knave than a rogue’.

I had a packet of cigarettes and a bit of loose change in my suit pockets as I was put in a van and taken from the court to HM P Norwich, a prison I barely knew existed on the edge of the city I’d lived in for the last 5 years. I was the only one in the van. I can’t say my mind was reeling as it seemed to have stopped working almost completely. At the prison I remember having to strip and hand my clothes over to an officer who said they’d be returned on my release as he handed me a pile of folded grey garments and indicated the door-less shower cubicle. ‘Of course’, I thought ‘a cold shower, it’s a prison isn’t it.’. The showers weren’t cold, or hot.

After emerging from that first ordeal in my shabby grey prison garb, I remember the noises as we entered the main prison wing. There was the metallic clanging of gates and doors, an ambient echoey clatter.

I remember the noises as we entered the main prison wing. There was the metallic clanging of gates and doors, an ambient echoey clatter.

Not much imagination is needed to understand the indignities of no in-cell sanitation, but considerably more to fathom the intricacies of ‘less eligibility’.

Shown into my cell I was alone for a while. Just me, the metal bunk and the sparse furniture. And a bucket. With a lid. In the early evening I was joined by another reception prisoner. I dreaded this moment. The space of the cell to be shared. He was a white man considerably older than me, perhaps in his late 40s, chubby, bald and sweating. He and the officer letting him in seemed acquainted. ‘How long are you doing’ he asked. ‘Three months’ I said. ‘Fuck me, I’ve done more than that in a panda car’ he exclaimed with genuine derision. Having established I wasn’t worth talking to much he proceeded to tuck himself into the lower bunk and seemed to spend several parts of the night wanking noisily while I wept silently.

In 1982 the prison population in England and Wales was, at about 40,000, twice as large as the official capacity. HM P Norwich was an over-crowded prison. Already nearly a hundred years old, most of the cells designed for a single person were doubling up. Some were tripled. It is just about possible to squeeze another single bed into a cell with a bunk bed, but no one was happy with the arrangement. When I was moved from the reception cell I joined two young-ish white men in such a cell. They were clearly not pleased to see me, complaining to the officer that they had been promised when the guy that preceded me was released, they would be assured a two-person share. They made a point of including me in the discussion with a ‘don’t get me wrong, mate, this isn’t about you’. It was a welcome gesture and they proved to be friendly cell-mates who quickly demonstrated they were reconciled to sharing with me. They were from the north and had robbed their way south down the motorways, fully expecting to wind up somewhere like HM P Norwich. They were cheerfully serving out what they assured me was their last time inside.

HMP Norwich is an old prison, built in 1886-7 and it is classic prison architecture. Clutching my loose pile of prison issue clothing, I recall looking at the prison landings, three levels up and wire-fenced along each side, metal stairs up the middle and thinking how it looked so typically prison-like, even though my mental image of prison interiors was probably based only on the occasional episode of the tv sitcom, Porridge.
With three to a cell even the most strenuous efforts to minimise the use of the bucket break down. An unwritten compact, a mutual understanding was that no one would use it unless absolutely necessary. And if they did, it was their job to empty it in the morning. The smell of the latrine area on the wing where buckets were emptied is not easily forgotten. It was only after the prolonged protest and riot at Strangeways prison in 1990, and the subsequent Woolf Report, that this most basic of prison humiliations was reformed. The penultimate day of my sentence I learned just how bad that humiliation could get.

At the usual slopping out in the morning, the smell was so much worse than usual — the acrid stench of urine was overpowered by something worse, something more ‘organic’. The talk was of food poisoning. Several people had been taken ill in the night and there was plentiful evidence of their much-loosened bowels in the buckets. Just as I was thanking my lucky stars I was unafflicted I felt the tell-tale signs of an irresistible lurching in my guts. I pounced on an opening toilet door and pushed my way in to claim my place on a throne. It was my luckiest moment in HM Prison Norwich as the unstoppable downpour struck at the one place where I had the best chance of avoiding the ultimate indignity.

There was much about the prison that was bearable. My cell mates helped me to apply for a better job, encouraging me to join them in the bookbinding workshop (see Earle 2020). The husband of one of my best friends in Norwich was serving a long sentence for various offences and sought me out. Gary was a small wiry Scot with a fairly fearsome reputation. He fixed up a cell move so I could join him when his cell-mate was moved on. He knew the ropes and helped me through them. In the short time I was inside I couldn’t help but learn a lot about prison. The food is poor, but just about adequate. The drugs are there, but best avoided, like the debts. Gary was an ex-heroin addict from Aberdeen, a survivor of Scotland’s first heroin epidemic that coincided with the oil money and rig work. His truths on that subject, shared with me in the inevitable, unavoidable hours, have lasted me a lifetime. Boredom, work, exercise, lock up, radio. Repetition, routines, sleep and the drowsy slowing of life’s rhythms into the dull demands of prison emptied time are strangely insistent memories, even though my sentence can be counted in weeks rather than months, far less years.

In the decade that followed my incarceration, the 1990s, the introduction of in-cell sanitation changed something of the squalor of prison life, but talking to prisoners during my research in prisons in 2006/7 it wasn’t seen as a very great privilege to be sitting eating your meals next to your own flush toilet. The prison governor of that prison told me his proudest achievement was that despite the pressures of overcrowding he hadn’t had to impose cell-sharing in single cells in his prison. It was evidence of progress and his resistance to the warehousing features of modern imprisonment.

Unending reform, unbearable conditions

There are certain features of a prison sentence that are almost universal and placeless: poor food, drugs, boredom, work, exercise, lock-up. Austerity. Hierarchical authority. Ruth First, imprisoned in South Africa in 1965 for opposing apartheid, reports a prison officer saying, ‘I am the regulations’. A prison officer in HM Prison Norwich said something very similar to me in 1982 and I expect that comparable sentiments have been heard by prisoners or reported to every prison researcher every year of the last 50 years. Prisons are always different and yet always the same. Michel Foucault, visiting Attica prison in the USA in 1972 after the bloody suppression of the prisoner’s rising/riots, was astonished at the differences to the French prisons he had recently become interested in. The squalid dereliction of old French prisons was a startling contrast to the relatively clean, modern, machine-like caging-in-groups type of prison he found at Attica.

The squalid dereliction of old French prisons was a startling contrast to the relatively clean, modern, machine-like caging-in-groups type of prison he found at Attica.


type of prison he found at Attica. He attributed the difference to the more overt political dimension of US carceralty, located specifically in the political repression of its racial dynamics.

By way of contrast, in the France of the early 1970s, Foucault identifies the explicit disavowal of prison’s broader political dimensions, the limited perception of its politically repressive function. He draws on an anecdote told to him by the formerly incarcerated French writer, Jean Genet, who recalled an episode in which an imprisoned communist agitator had once refused to be cuffed to him as he (Genet) ‘was a common thief, a criminal’ whereas the agitator wasn’t — he was better than that.

Genet says that after sensing the contempt with which this communist agitator regarded him, he could never again fully trust anyone with self-professed political affiliations. For Foucault it demonstrated the need to ask questions and involve prisoners more closely in the process of understanding and critically analysing imprisonment — hence the establishment of Groupe d’Information sur les Prisons (GIP).

As hundreds of French political activists and industrial militants were imprisoned following the collapse of the 1968 insurgency in France, Foucault insisted it was important to understand how prison was able to forge and reinforce divisions between what was acceptably political, what was resistant to the prevailing social order and what was merely criminal. What was it that connected the subjectivities of those driving ever more people into prison with the subjectivities the prison sought to develop through its regimes? What is society consenting to when it consents to the manufacture and deployment of these regimes? What tastes, appetites and preferences are satisfied by the production of such large numbers of prisoners? As Bourdieuvi (1984:56) was to notice some years later ‘tastes are perhaps first and foremost distastes, disgust provoked by horror or visceral intolerance of the tastes of others’. The prison somehow gives shape and form to these negative preferences.

In his response to visiting Attica in 1972, Foucault insisted proponents of social change and revolution needed to be more wary of how radical politics was drawn ineluctably into the ‘game of negation and rejection’ when it accepted the underpinning ‘bourgeois morality’ of the prison, rather than scrutinising its wider and ideological ‘role in the class struggle’.

In 2020, some fifty years later, the term ‘bourgeois morality’ is heard more as if it were a tired political cliche than something real, something shaping how we live. It is, perhaps, more easily recognised as something that used to exist in the past or in Victorian fiction, in the novels of Charles Dickens or Victor Hugo. Thankfully, you don’t have to read any old novels to see a bit of bourgeois morality. You can go to the cinema or stream Parasite, the Oscar winning film by Bong Joon-ho, into your home screen. In Parasite, as in Les Misérables, as in Hard Times, the class struggle is writ large against the backdrop of the lives of the bourgeois and their toxic morality. In Parasite, there are crimes aplenty, but the film’s energy and narrative brilliance derives from the transgression of the boundaries that separate the rich from the poor, its tensions from the contemptuous disdain of one family for another. Bourgeois morality is located in the visceral indifference that insulates the rich from the poor, normalises their coexistence and exceptionalises actions that disrupt it.

Bourgeois morality makes a fetish of self-discipline, industriousness, punctuality and thrift. It sees the poor as a breed apart, pathologically indolent, inevitably different, even smelling disgusting in one of the film’s pivotal moments.

Bourgeois morality makes a fetish of self-discipline, industriousness, punctuality and thrift. It sees the poor as a breed apart, pathologically indolent, inevitably different, even smelling disgusting in one of the film’s pivotal moments. The boundaries of indifference are breached and the hate behind them spills outvi. In the violent climax of the film, the refusal of the status quo is criminal and cathartic, literally a bloody coup d’etat from below that cancels the illusions of ‘leveling up’ or ‘carrying on’ that were woven through the social fabric to defer discontent in the UK, at least until the corona crisis offered a new lens on the present, the past and the future. And therein lies an argument about crime, imprisonment and class struggles within racial capitalismvii that seems to have got lost in the last 50 years, as prisons have grown and multiplied so dramatically.
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In 1968, two years before the Prison Service Journal was launched, there were 168 people in prison serving a sentence of 10 or more years. In 1974, four years after the launch of the journal, the number of people in prison who had been detained for more than 15 years had risen to 19. In 2019, the number of people serving sentences of 10 years or more exceeded 18,500 and such sentences are regarded as 'normal' and insufficient by some. We urgently need more critical analysis that can weave a story between the politics of crime, the miseries of incarceration, the limits of what is tolerable and the hostile environments that are becoming the speciality of modern statecraft.

After his tour, one of the few times that he actually visited a prison, Foucault imagined what it must be like to be a prison guard in Attica, guiding the visitor around its cages. Bizarrely, he imagines the guards ‘giggling inside’ as they conduct visitors around the prison, all the while thinking:

‘You have handed over to us robbers and murderers because you thought of them as wild beasts; you asked us to make domesticated sheep of them on the other side of the bars that protect you; but there is no reason why we, the guards, the representatives of ‘law and order’, we, the instruments of your morality and your prejudices, would not think of them as wild animals, just as you are. We are identical with you; we are you; and, consequently, in this cage where you have put us with them, we build cages that re-establish between them and us the relationship of exclusion and power that the large prison establishes between them and you. You signalled to us that they are wild beasts; we signal to turn to them. And when they will have learned it well behind their bars, we will send them back to you’.

If, some 50 years later, this account were unrecognisable we might have more to celebrate and less to worry about. It would not be necessary to remind ourselves of Foucault’s other, less well remembered prescription: ‘The only way for prisoners to escape from this system of training is by collective action, political organisation, rebellion’.

As prisoners took the roof off HMP Strangeways in 1990, David Garlands Punishment and Modern Society was published to much acclaim. In its concluding discussion of the symbolism of imprisonment Garland, following Foucault, points to prisoners perspectives on punishment: ‘...whatever meanings the judge, or the public, or the penitentiary reformers meant to convey by sending offenders to prison, it is the day-to-day actualities of the internal regime which do most to fix the meaning of imprisonment for those inside.’

Criminologists have work to do if they want to avoid being implicated in Alvin Gouldner’s famous analogy about the zookeepers of deviance who ‘like the zookeeper...does not want spectators to throw rocks at the animals behind bars. But neither is he (sic) eager to tear down the bars and let the animals go.’ To avoid developing ‘zoo-eyes’ criminologists need to listen carefully for those meanings and not just look into prisoners’ souls like secular priests but into the wider struggles, the class struggles that initially propelled Foucault to look inside prisons. Prisoners need partisans as much as they need criminological chaplains. Convict criminology is not necessarily either of these but seeks to make new alliances that might prompt new thinking rather than new prisons.

---
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Introduction

...history... can help to pierce through the rhetoric that ceaselessly presents the further consolidation of carceral power as a ‘reform’. As much as anything else, it is this suffocating vision of the past that legitimizes the abuses of the present and seeks to adjust us to the cruelties of the future.¹

The first edition of the ‘new’ Prison Service Journal was published in January 1971. This was the year of the Attica prison revolt. Forty three people, mainly prisoners, were shot dead when America’s National Guard stormed the prison. As a result of the state’s brutal intervention, many others were ‘left maimed, tortured and scarred...[a] list too long to recount here’.² The devastating events at Attica had a profound, radicalising impact on the emerging prisoners’ rights movement in the UK and on the first, and so far, only strike by prisoners in August 1972.³ In this tumultuous period, two other key events transpired.

First, within academia, criminology moved in a new, radical direction. The emergence of critical criminology meant that the discipline was no longer seen as a neutral, value-free subject which objectively analysed crime trends, and the allegedly benevolent response by the state to these trends. Rather, it was understood as part of an interlocking network of power, which, despite the contradictions, contingencies and contestations within this network, legitimatized and reinforced the reproduction of a deeply divided social order. Critical criminologists conceptualised the state as a contradictory but coercive set of institutions based on the threat and use of violence when common sense discourses, and the wider consensus, began to disintegrate.

This development was important because central to the reform discourse was the emphasis on the neutrality of the value-free expert who had no political or ideological axe to grind. Critical criminologists highlighted the fallacy of this argument and demonstrated the role of experts in reinforcing power relationships within and without the criminal justice system. Criminological experts, like the rest of the human sciences, operating, according to Michel Foucault, as ‘judges of normality’,⁴ were integral to this exercise of power. In the case of the prison medical service, this had devastating consequences for prisoners over the previous 150 years.⁵ In other institutions, expert interventions had equally devastating consequences for individuals who had not broken any laws but who were, nonetheless, punished for their aberrant behaviour.

The coruscating punishment of ‘deviant’ women provided a poignant example of this point. In asylums, the systemic rape of women labelled as spinsters to ‘normalise’ them sexually, and the electro convulsive ‘therapy’, and the lobotomies enforced on depressed women detained in hospitals, brutally exposed the bogus claims made by allegedly neutral experts that they, and the knowledge they generated, were benevolently independent of the exercise of state power, in these cases, the exercise of misogynistic, patriarchal power.

Second, the emergence of radical prisoners’ rights organisations — the National Prisoners Movement (PROP), Radical Alternatives to Prison (RAP) and Women in Prison (WIP) — supported by critical criminologists, followed a similar critical trajectory.⁶ Again Foucault was crucial here. He pointed to the critiques of the prison that had been made since the early nineteenth century.⁷ Over a century later, the same critiques were being

---

made in the 1970s — and indeed beyond. And yet reforms were largely unsuccessful, they were incorporated into the prison’s subjurgating apparatus of power, powers persisted, and their number expanded, as liberals strove to find the golden fleece of reform which would ‘solve’ the problem of recidivism and construct a prison system that ‘worked.’ Why, Foucault asked, did the prison remain central to the criminal justice system when, on its own terms, it had palpably failed for nearly two centuries? The answer was clear; the prison did work. It reproduced a narrowly defined, identifiable criminal class which generated an expanding, self-justifying and self-referential industry of justice system when, on its own terms, it had palpably failed for nearly two centuries? The answer was clear; the prison did work. It reproduced a narrowly defined, identifiable criminal class which generated an expanding, self-justifying and self-referential industry of

this class. For PROP, RAP and WIP, state agents, despite private interests, professional groups and institutions designed to categorise, control and contain, failed for nearly two centuries? The answer was clear; the prison did work. It reproduced a narrowly defined, identifiable criminal class which generated an expanding, self-justifying and self-referential industry of

construct a prison system that ‘worked.’ Why, Foucault asked, did the prison remain central to the criminal justice system when, on its own terms, it had palpably failed for nearly two centuries? The answer was clear; the prison did work. It reproduced a narrowly defined, identifiable criminal class which generated an expanding, self-justifying and self-referential industry of

The politics of the prison, operating as a state institution in a grossly unequal society, needed to be exposed, recognised and ultimately abolished. The politics of the prison, operating as a state institution in a grossly unequal society, needed to be exposed, recognised and ultimately abolished.

The politics of the prison, operating as a state institution in a grossly unequal society, needed to be exposed, recognised and ultimately abolished.

Making the point that it is overwhelmingly the poor, the unemployed, the sexually abused, the poorly educated and those with drug and alcohol problems who have been criminalised since the birth of the prison should not be seen as defending, condoning or idealising conventional criminality. However, what has become clear over the last fifty years is that politicians, having no answers to the complexities surrounding conventional crime in terms of the relationship between individual agency and social structure, and the lamentable failure of their law and order policies to deal with these crimes, have responded to any criticisms of

10. ibid
12. This phrase was coined by the sociologist Erik Olin Wright about America’s claim that it had overcome the major issues confronting the world in the 1970s. It also seems highly applicable to the claims being made about prisons. See Burawoy, M. (2020) ‘A Tale of Two Marxisms: Remembering Erik Olin Wright (1947-2019)’ in New Left Review, 121, Jan/Feb 2020 p 67.
their policies through mobilising an insidious and perfidious discourse namely that their critics are pro-crime and anti-victim.

This offensive caricature is based on morally vacuous sloganeering. It is underpinned by breathtaking hypocrisy which legitimates this caricature. Together, these discourses have mystified a key issue. In practice, it has been different governments over the last five decades which have been pro-crime in terms of their lackadaisical attitudes towards, and lack of response to, white collar, corporate and state crime. And it is they who have been anti-victim, in terms of their deplorable response to domestic and sexual violence.15 What is required is moving from a fixation on conventional crime (without underestimating its impact) to considering the impact of socially harmful activities including:

15. This was first published in a blog. See Sim, J. (2019) 'Bad Moon Rising: Criminal Justice after the Election' https://ccseljmu.wordpress.com/2019/12/19/bad-moon-rising-criminal-justice-after-the-election/


17. See n. 15.


in this and other countries. Allied to this, the social harms generated by those in power — from state crime and white collar criminality through to environmental destruction all of which directly and indirectly cause death, mayhem and destruction — raise profound questions about how danger is defined, who are the dangerous and how it is not necessary for the narrowly defined, legalistic notion of intent to be present for death to occur. Systemic indifference also kills.19 Therefore, the narrow, legal parameters around which intent is framed, and crime is prosecuted, needs to be radically reconceptualised and changed.20

Any yet, in the world of politics, and in popular culture, the stench of hypocrisy endures in that it is still those who are often ignominiously processed through the criminal justice system each year, in increasingly

In the year ending June 2019, over one-third of offences involving violence against the person were domestic-abuse related.

Income tax avoidance and evasion, which even on the Government’s own ‘laughable’ estimate now stands at a record £35 billion per annum, the 36,000 deaths each year which the Government links to air pollution in the UK in its recently revised downwards estimate...the 50,000 work related deaths which occur year in, year out in one of the wealthiest economies in the world. The cultures of immunity and impunity which allows the rich and powerful to engage in routine criminal activity will continue to be encouraged [after the General Election]: programmes of deregulation and non-enforcement of law against businesses have been institutionalised since 2010 to the point where, for example, there are no officers to enforce law in some local authority areas, where some regulation has been privatised, and where prosecution in some areas are now non-existent.16

Furthermore, the state’s response to crime in the world of the public has been narrowly focussed. It is indisputable that deaths from knife crime have a devastating and traumatic impact on families, friends and communities. However, there are other crimes in the public which do not receive the same attention. Hate crimes increased to 103,379 in 2018/19 from 42,255 in 2012/13. There is still little concern, about the impact of these crimes on the families, friends and communities of these victims. Additionally, in the year up to June 2019, the police recorded nearly 59,000 rapes and over 163,000 sexual offences, the highest volume since the introduction of the National Crime Recording Standard in 2002.17 Then there is the question of crimes in the world of the private. In the year ending June 2019, over one-third of offences involving violence against the person were domestic-abuse related. According to Women’s Aid, in the year up to March 2018, 1.3 million women experienced some form of domestic abuse while nearly 5 million aged between 16 and 59 had experienced similar abuse since the age of 16.18

Academically, it could be argued that critical criminologists have won the debate about crime over the last five decades. The idea that criminality is the prerogative of a small group living on the margins of the society is clearly indefensible given the arguments above and the surveys which have revealed the pervasiveness of law-breaking...
racialized numbers, who are regarded as the ‘real’ criminals. As Thomas Mathiesen maintained nearly 50 years ago, the prison not only distracts attention away from crimes of the powerful but it constructs a symbolic divide between us on the outside — the good — and those in the inside — the bad.21 Ideologically, in 2020, that binary divide still resonates and remains deeply embedded in political and popular consciousness despite the evidence to the contrary in relation to the nature and extent of crime, and the harms caused by the powerful.

Therefore, before thinking about transforming prisons, the nature and extent of crime, and the devastating impact of socially harmful activities instituted and carried out by the powerful, should be the starting point if serious progress is to be made. To do otherwise means simply reproducing the narrow, ideological, common-sense understanding of crime on which the prison, like Mount Everest, has stood, implacable to the storm of critique it has faced.

The Present Moment

This article was written in the run-up to the thirtieth anniversary of the Strangeways disturbance. Although the demonstration was seen as a seismic wake-up call for the state and successive governments in 1990, thirty years on what are we to make of the current penal moment? There are three issues I want to briefly highlight here.

First, there is the ongoing issue of prison conditions. Throughout 2018 and 2019, reports by HM Chief Inspector of Prisons — hardly a fully paid-up member of the nest of Marxist vipers which politicians use to slur their critics — painted a devastating picture of male, local prisons in particular which could easily have been describing Strangeways three decades ago: appalling conditions, the normalisation of systemic indifference, the unofficial and often undocumented use of punishment and force, the desperate lack of safety, the dismissal of prisoners’ concerns and feelings, the differentially negative experiences of black and minority ethnic groups.

...the desperate lack of safety, the dismissal of prisoners’ concerns and feelings, the differentially negative experiences of black and minority ethnic groups.

Second, there is the question of prison safety. Many prisons often fail to live up to their duty of care towards prisoners given the acute and indefensible levels of self-harm and deaths inside. The Chief Inspector has pointed to the ‘staggering’ decline in safety in youth prisons which was so bad no institution for young offenders or secure training inspected in early 2017 was safe.23 Central to the concern around the lack of safety has been, and continues to be, the state of prison health care. Recent accounts from inside the state,24 as well as from ex-prisoners,25 have described, in withering detail, the lack of medical care, the systemic indifference towards prisoners and the lack of managerial coordination in Wormwood Scrubs and Wandsworth which, together, were, and are, deadly for the psychological and physical health of prisoners. Even getting a hospital appointment was problematic: ‘I knew as always, that I would have a battle on my hands to arrange for his admission to hospital’.26 For Chris Atkins, who served part of this sentence in Wandsworth, ‘[p]rison health care is straight out of the

Middle Ages. It wouldn’t have been out of place if they had started dispensing leeches’. 27

In February, 2018, the preventable death of Osvaldas Pagirys crystallized the issue of safety even further, this time in relation to deaths in custody. Deborah Coles, the Director of the charity INQUEST, said that Osvaldas had been regarded as a:

discipline and control problem not only by the prison itself, but by the systems which needlessly sent him there. It is simply not good enough for the prison and ministers to repeat the empty phrase that lessons will or have been learned. This death is a matter of national shame….. [t]he response must be one which ensures there is accountability for those responsible, and lasting systemic change. 28

Safety was compromised in other institutions. In March 2020, the inquest into the death of Prince Kwabena Fosu at Harmondsworth Immigration Removal Centre found that the ‘medical cause was sudden death following hypothermia, dehydration and malnourishment in someone with a psychotic illness’. Even though he was purportedly checked four times an hour, these checks:

showed no positive evidence that Prince had eaten, drunk or slept and that he was naked. Both detention and medical staff recorded this, and that Prince was often lying on the cold concrete floor, in unsanitary conditions, behaving ‘bizarrely’, not communicating with anyone and with no bedding or mattress. His bedding had been removed on the first day leaving him with nothing soft to sit or lie on and there was nothing else in his room save for it being smeared with his own faeces, urine and food debris. Even so, four GPs, two nurses, two Home Office contract monitors, three members of the Independent Monitoring Board and countless Detention Custody Officers and managers who visited him failed to take any meaningful steps. 29

The Ministry of Justice’s data on the levels of self-harm inside further illustrates the problems around ensuring safety. In the year up to September 2019, there were 61,461 incidents of self-harm — approximately 168 each day, a record number, and an increase of 12 per cent from the previous year. This harm was also highly gendered. The rate for male prisoners was 633 incidents per 1000 men, a rise of 15 per cent over the year. In women’s prisons, there were an astonishing 3007 incidents per 1000 women, 18 per cent up on the previous year. 30

Over the last five decades, the dominant discourse around prison safety has focussed on the health and safety of prison officers, particularly in relation to assaults against them. However, the health and safety of prison staff is more likely to be compromised by a range of other issues. Musculoskeletal problems, sickness, stress, bullying by managers, anxiety and depression have also been found to contribute to days lost at work. In 1999, the National Audit Office (NAO) noted that sickness stemming from accidents at 5 per cent, and assaults at 2 per cent, ‘represented a small proportion’ of absences from work among staff. In 2004, the NAO also pointed out that between 1999 and 2003 the number of days lost at work as a result of depression, anxiety, stress and nervous debility rose from 116,744 to 178,625. The number of days lost as a result of accidents rose from 824 to 1201 while the number of days lost as a result of assaults increased from 397 to 693. 31 To be clear, this is not an argument for saying assaults on staff are unimportant, which again is contrary to the offensive caricature that critics of the prison system condone assaults. However, it is to say that there is a broader context for assaults on staff which concerns the prison itself. It is the prison environment — demoralising and dehumanising — which presents the greatest threat to

the psychological, emotional and physical well-being of staff.  

Third, there is the issue of how the current crisis is being explained. Again, this is an issue that cuts across the last five decades. Here, the dominant discourse has focussed on the cuts to the prison service (and the wider criminal justice system). If the cuts were restored, so the argument goes, then the prison will be back to its ‘normal’ operational best. However, this argument again ignores history. The pre-cuts prison was not an institution based on rehabilitation or reform but was also a crisis-ridden site which delivered punishment and pain.  

Otherwise, how can the crises that erupted throughout the 1970s, which culminated in the winter of 1978/9, or the Strangeways disturbance in 1990, be explained? These eruptions occurred in a system which was not experiencing cuts and which had a full complement of staff. The cuts, built on ‘the violence of austerity’, have only intensified the problems which were already deeply embedded in the system. They have not caused them. To argue otherwise is to occupy a terrain which reinforces the model that has persisted for the last two centuries, and certainly since the 1970s, namely crisis/reform/crisis/reform. This model has gone nowhere politically or strategically in terms of offering sustainable solutions to the social problem that the prison has become. The depth of the crisis in 2020 is a terrible testimony to decades of failure to move beyond the crisis/reform/crisis/reform model.  

Eroding the Prison: The Question of Abolitionism  

So far this article has critiqued the role of the prison reform movement in reproducing a failing system while remaining trapped within the dominant discourses around crime. In contrast, the argument in this paper supports abolishing prisons, and the criminal justice system, in their present form. Since its emergence, also in the 1970s, abolitionism has provided a clear and unambiguous critique of the politics of reform and the role of the prison reform lobby in reproducing, rather than challenging, the dominant discourses around the prison, and crime more generally. However, there are also a number of issues for abolitionists, and critical penologists, to consider in the twenty first century.  

First, there is the question of historical periodisation. Abolitionists, and critical penologists, have analysed the prison as integral to the authoritarian shift that took place in the 1970s, propelled forward and legitimated by the rise of the new right. This, in turn, led to the point where countries like America and the UK reached unprecedented levels of imprisonment. And while there is much merit in this argument, the ideal typical binary which underpins this position — pre-1970s and post-1970s — misses a key point. Since their inception two hundred years ago, prisons have always been sites for punishing the poor and therefore what has transpired since the 1970s has been an intensification in punishment rather than a shift from an idealised moment of rehabilitation to a new moment of punishment. This is important because having a longer historical perspective suggests some very different strategy interventions and policy conclusions compared with an analysis which focusses on relatively short-term historical trends.  

Furthermore, in the UK, abolitionists have underestimated the contradictions and contingencies within the state. There have been a number of visionary initiatives which emerged in the 1960s and 1970s which have challenged the idea that prisoners are there simply to be punished. Rather, when committed staff recognise their dignity, treat them with empathy and support and when they are not subjected to the ‘ethical loneliness’ that the prison engenders, then they can be fundamentally changed, even those who have been imprisoned for serious crimes. These examples — the Barlinnie Special Unit, Parkhurst C Wing and Grendon Underwood — have provided a very different vision to traditional law and order discourses and policies and directly challenge these discourses and policies. The key questions are: why have these initiatives either been
closed down or not expanded and what have abolitionists had to say about them in terms of defending them? The answer is not very much. Therefore, abolitionists in the early 21st century should also be thinking about the contradictions within the state — it is not homogenous, speaking with one, instrumental voice. These examples provide a critical, alternative vision of confinement and stand in marked contrast to the baleful system that currently exists. 39

The basis of abolitionist thought around health and safety also needs to be expanded. How should abolitionists (as well as liberal reformers and state agents) think about safety and protection in the twenty-first century? Prison safety tends to be analysed in isolation from debates about health, safety and protection across the social landscape. Therefore, what is required is a broader definition of health and safety built around a straightforward question:

Can we organize our communities to be safe? What should we do when various kinds of harm, with different kinds of needs, occur? What are the collective ways and forums in which we can pursue this work? 40

Thinking about health, safety and protection in prison in this way would connect deaths in custody with deaths in a range of social areas: due to gender-based, racist and homophobic violence; through austerity; in the workplace; through pollution; amongst the homeless; in NHS Foundation Trusts; and in infant mortality rates as a result of poverty:

Establishing these links, raises profound questions about the relationship between death, security and social harm [and] the state’s abject failure to protect those who are often most in need…. These deaths should not be treated as forms of individualised abnormality but as a normal outcome of the state’s failure to offer even a modicum of protection to those at the bottom of the ladder of inequality. It would also mean rejecting piecemeal reforms based on the abnormal characteristics of individual state servants. 41

Finally, there is the question of democratic accountability. This is particularly relevant to prisons. The Chief Inspector of Prisons has consistently noted that many of the recommendations the Inspectorate has made have been systematically ignored by individual prisons, and by the state more generally. Therefore the question is: what would workable and effective structures of accountability look like, how can mechanisms of democratic control be implemented and how can the cultures of immunity and impunity referred to earlier, not just in prisons but again across the social landscape, be challenged, removed and replaced, so that all human beings, including prisoners, are protected and kept safe? This key issue has remained outside of abolitionist thought for fear of being seen as too reformist. However, according to Karl Marx, who is a key reference point for critical criminological and abolitionist thought, democratic accountability is a key building block towards radical social transformation. 42

Despite these issues, the crux of the abolitionist position remains as clear as it was fifty years ago. In 2020, prisons, and the wider criminal justice system, continue to be corrosive sites for the ‘churning’ of vast, increasingly racialised, numbers of the dispossessed, pauperised and destitute. The pliers of punishment, and the laser of criminalisation, reach deeply into their lives and have become normalised through an intertwined network of criminal justice and state welfare power, the intensification in punitive and degrading welfare state practices and the withdrawal

41. Ibid, emphasis in the original.
of the state from a range of protective welfare interventions. Together, they reinforce a vicious, lacerating circle of coercion and surveillance.44

Conclusion

This paper has discussed some key themes and issues that have been central to the debate about crime and prisons since the Prison Service Journal was first published. The ongoing tension around, and the intrinsic limitations of, liberal reform which have emerged over the last five decades, and indeed over the last two centuries, have been central to the analysis presented here.

What of the immediate future? Until the time of writing, it looked as bleak as ever for prisoners and for those committed prison staff trying to do a humane job in often intolerable physical and psychological conditions. The endless mantra of crisis/reform/crisis/reform, referred to above, remained central to political and state discourses. Even the new reforms that are being suggested should be treated with caution. Brett Story’s warning from America is instructive:

…….under the pretext of bipartisan prison reform, the capacities of the carceral state may be retrofitted for the current conjuncture, producing new spatial fixes for managing surplus life. Such findings are in keeping with the history of prison reform. Scholars have offered examples…of reform efforts that have failed to stem either the growth of or the increased racialization of U.S. prisons, in some cases having even engendered more austere and punitive conditions……recent scholarship shows that reformist appeals to a more ‘rehabilitative’ approach to incarceration have actually helped to facilitate the building of more carceral spaces in the guise of ‘justice campuses’….and ‘gender responsive prisons’….45

However, as in other social arenas, the desperate, unfinished impact of the coronavirus may have opened a window for developing alternatives to the neoliberal responses which have dominated the state’s response to social issues since the 1970s. In prisons, this would include thinking about radical decarceration. At the time of writing, liberal and radical prisoners’ rights organisations have called for the early release of different groups of prisoners in order to avoid a potential catastrophe inside.46 This never happened. Even in the middle of a pandemic, which provided the perfect opportunity for a programme of decarceration, the prison remained, and remains, an impregnable force, deeply embedded in the politics of law and order, despite the institution’s well-documented failures over the last two centuries. Even if it did happen, decarceration, etc.

a) An immediate release of all those held in immigration detention centres, in line with recommendations made in the British Medical Journal by key health professionals in the field.

b) Relieving the pressures within [the] prison system by closing child prisons Secure Training Centres and other facilities holding children) as soon as practicable.

c) Prompt release into the community and relevant support services for women in prison, alongside increased funding for women’s centres and other specialist support services as a priority.

d) Dramatic reduction of the population across the rest of the prison estate, with consideration of options to release all those who safely and reasonably can be. This should be done with input from (and funding provided to) community and voluntary sector services providing support for people on release. Nobody should be released into destitution or poverty or faced with a lack of health and welfare support.47

As a start, implementing these proposals has the potential to overturn decades of failure and institute something radically different to what has gone before. Whether those in power have the desire, wisdom and imagination to recognise the failures of the past, and transcend them, remains extremely problematic. Turning possibilities into radical probabilities continues to be a difficult task given how power is distributed and exercised in the UK. However, not to seize this moment, and to simply continue down the iron road of punishment, is likely to mean that the 500th edition of the Prison Service Journal will be discussing the same issues and lamenting the same failures. To paraphrase Karl Marx, the history of the prison has repeated itself first as tragedy and second as more tragedy. Now is the time to bring the curtain down on this tragedy.


45. Story (2019) see n. 13 p. 175, emphasis in the original.


47. INQUEST (2020) INQUEST BRIEFING ON COVID-19 Protecting people in places of custody and detention London: INQUEST p. 6, emphasis in the original.
From Alcatraz to Dannemora: ‘flights from’ and ‘flights to’ in prison escape stories

Dr. Sarah Moore is a Senior Lecturer at University of Bath

‘In the newspapers, on television, in the whole range of media, the prison is simply not recognised as a fiasco, but as a necessary if not always fully successful method of reaching its purported goals. The prison solution is often taken as paradigmatic’

Mathiesen’s complaint has been echoed by many criminologists and prison campaigners. If, they argue, there has been an evident swing during the last thirty years towards a more punitive, emotive political rhetoric in discussions about prison — sometimes called penal populism — it is at least partly to do with a parallel trend in the mass media towards more sensational depictions of crime and prison. We know from studies of crime news and fictional representations of crime that there has been a gradual shift in the last fifty years towards greater coverage of serious, violent crime.

Pratt, in reviewing the role of the mass media in the rise of penal populism, highlights too the tendency for contemporary crime news to over-simplify complex social problems, over-rely on anecdote and testimonial account, and focus on high-profile, exceptional crime-related incidents. The compound effect of all this is that the mass media depiction of crime and criminal justice has come to diverge markedly from empirical reality (however problematic this ‘reality’ may be).

This is an especially pertinent problem when it comes to media stories about prison and incarceration because, as Fiddler points out, the relative public inaccessibility of the modern prison means that representation is especially likely to come to stand in for reality. The small body of writing about media depictions of the prison tends to trace similar patterns to those noted above. Discussing films of prison release, Bennett observes that ‘[t]he representation of release from prison in popular cinema can be described in general terms as a movement from a mainstream concern with humanity and social justice to a default position where those released from prison are dangerous, violent and unreformed’. Marsh notes the tendency in contemporary media accounts for the prison to be depicted as variously a ‘too soft’ holiday camp or a place of unrelenting violence. For others, the dominant cultural representation of the prison in the twenty-first century has become the Hell-hole. Deploying Dante’s *Inferno* as an analytical framework, Jewkes convincingly argues that media depictions of prison draw upon culturally-entrenched ideas about Hell and its inhabitants. Her broader point is that this cultural representation of prison works to confirm that certain people — the poor, ethnic minorities, the socially-marginalised — belong there, and that this in turn lends legitimation to the political project of mass incarceration in the late twentieth, early twenty-first century.

So, too, do these depictions work to confirm that other sorts of people don’t belong in prison — that some people, by dint of social background and personal attributes, have a particular and undeniable desire for freedom. This article is interested in this idea.

I have two key aims: to identify key features of the prison escape narrative in fiction film and television and, by way of a focussed discussion of three such narratives, to tentatively consider some of the ways that these representations have changed over the last fifty years.

My point of departure is that prison escape narratives are often about something ‘more’ than the daring feat of a prison-break — even as they might be about this too. Clover makes a similar point about trial movies when she argues that they tend to have a ‘double trial structure’. That is, they follow a specific court case and, at the same time, put certain values or cherished beliefs ‘on trial’. The classic trial movie 12 Angry Men is a case in point: the film is just as interested in a specific instance of jury deliberation as it is the deeper problems with the jury-system.

I want to suggest that we also see the prison escape narrative as having deeper, or broader concerns — we might call it, after Clover, a ‘double escape structure’. Below, I suggest that prison escapes might be thought of in terms of two distinct narrative structures: as ‘flights from’ institutional structures and ‘flights to’ imagined-futures. As such, prison escape stories give shape and content to an otherwise abstract belief that freedom is a fundamental human good. They ask us to think variously about what we need freedom from, and what we need freedom for — and, I’m going to argue below, in such a way as to reflect (and in some rare cases take aim at) deeply held fantasies about escape. This article explores this idea through a focussed and comparative discussion of three popular prison escape stories from across this time-frame — the films Escape from Alcatraz and The Shawshank Redemption, and the seven-part television series Escape at Dannemora. Before that, though, some more thoughts on how we might conceptualise prison escape stories.

Conceiving the Prison Escape Story

The prison-break is an enduring feature of Hollywood prison movies. Take, by way of example, The Big House, released in 1930. The central protagonist, Morgan, is serving a long and entirely unproductive sentence in an over-crowded prison characterised by the constant jostling of inmates for privileges, power, and safety. He escapes, falls in love, and when he is recaptured he returns to prison more civilised by the promise of intimacy he has found in the outside world. When a prison riot and mass escape is planned, he refuses to take part and instead protects the prison guards from the ensuing violence. Morgan gets his freedom eventually, and the film asks us to think of this as the right kind of freedom, one that is appropriately directed towards building normative relationships in the outside world. Here, an original ‘flight from’ becomes a more meaningful — and enduring — ‘flight to’.

Big House alerts us to the fact that some escape-routes are more culturally-permissible than others. In turn, cultural treatments of escape can tell us something about how our culture thinks about incarceration, and particularly who we incarcerate, and why. What they suggest, time and again, is that some people — quite beyond any crime of which they’ve been convicted — have a predisposition for freedom, whilst others simply can’t be free, or wouldn’t know what to do with freedom if they had it. In many instances, these are pernicious ideas — even more so, given that we are living in an era of mass incarceration.

This is my point of departure for examining prison escape narratives in the post-1970s era. This is a period marked by the renewed popularity of fictional accounts of prisons and incarceration meant for a mass market. Within this, there is a marked interest in the prison escape narrative — and here we find great variety, from the brutal escape-quests of Cool Hand Luke and Papillon, to the dystopian vision of a prison state in Escape from New York, and thriller-prison escape hybrids, such as the hit television series Prison Break.

It’s worth pausing here to reflect upon the possibility that the prison escape narrative is one that in some senses belongs to the period under review. Certainly, whilst prison films of the 1930s included prison-break as a plot device, the films and television

series discussed below are ones — in common with other prison escape stories of this period — where there is a sustained focus on the planning, process, and/or experience of escape. Where the protagonist of The Big House makes opportunistic escapes in a matter of minutes, today’s escapees spend impossibly long periods of time plotting and digging. To some degree this reflects changing ideas about what the prison is — more specifically, that, as a matter of course, the prison is an institution with almost total control over its inhabitants’ lives, so that escape, when it happens, is a monumental feat. It reflects, too, the degree to which films and television series about prison intersect with cultural forms that have become especially dominant in the post-1970s period, most notably the Action Film genre, with its emphasis on the lone male protagonist’s demonstration of extreme physical robustness against all odds. This is to think in very general terms about prison escape stories in the post-1970s period, and their relationship to broader socio-cultural currents. The article turns now to offer a focussed account of three prison escape narratives, each of them in some sense way-markers in the cultural treatment of the prison.

**Free as a bird in Escape From Alcatraz (1979)**

Released in 1979 and directed by Don Siegel, *Escape from Alcatraz* is an adaptation of a 1963 novel about a real-life prison escape. The film’s opening scene is set in the plush, wood-panelled office of the Prison Warden. A newly admitted prisoner, Frank (played by Clint Eastwood) is being lectured by the Prison Warden (played by Patrick McGoohan). Unlike Frank, inscrutable and unflinching (the casting of Eastwood is crucial here), the Warden is a man of considerable affectation. He delivers his monologue whilst variously cutting his nails, sitting back to fill his handsome leather chair, and pacing round his office. A large table-model of Alcatraz Penitentiary dominates the office-space. The camera cuts at various points to a long-shot of the office, providing an over-head view of the model prison. It serves to reinforce the Warden’s key message: Alcatraz is the USA’s top maximum security prison, a perfect, unbreachable fortress, ‘built to keep all the rotten eggs in one basket’ he explains, whilst playing meaningfully with his caged bird. Frank, by implication, must accept a similar fate.

By the late 1970s, the inescapable-prison and the indefatigable escapee had become such established conventions of the prison escape narrative — set up by films of the 1960s, such as The Great Escape and Cool Hand Luke — that the audience fully expects Frank to confound the Warden’s expectations. We all know that birds aren’t meant to be caged. In this respect the opening scene of *Escape from Alcatraz* sets up the terms of Frank’s escape: this prison, so conceited in its pretence at sophistication, is no match for a man like Frank, with his natural will for freedom. As if to dispel any doubts we might have on this matter, as the scene closes the camera pans down sharply (as the Warden takes-up his nail clippers once more) to show the words ‘I.Q. SUPERIOR’ on Frank’s official record. The stage is set for a ‘flight from’, or what Bennett calls ‘escape as a form of resistance’.

We follow Frank as he befriends inmates and makes enemies of others, including the prison guards. It’s soon clear that Frank won’t accommodate himself to prison-life and, more than that, is willing to be openly critical of the mistreatment of vulnerable prisoners. When the ageing Doc has his painting equipment permanently confiscated due to a minor infraction and has a break-down, Frank marks his absence from the meal-table by placing one of his much-loved chrysanthemums in his place. The on-duty prison guard takes considerable satisfaction in meanly squashing the flowers.

All of this lends considerable justification to Frank’s desire to escape. In a set of scenes that have become typical of prison escape movies, we see Frank and his associates refashioning prison spoons and working out that the dilapidated prison walls could aid an escape. In one sense it is obvious that the prison’s resources should become the means of escape — the very condition of imprisonment means that little else can be used to achieve this end. All the same, it is notable how frequently the prison as an institution is turned back upon itself to facilitate escape in prison escape stories. The forced routines of prison-life make planning an

15. For some, the hybridity of the prison movie means that it is not quite a genre in its own right. This debate is beyond the remit of this article, but for readers interested please see Mason, P. (2006) ‘Relocating Hollywood’s Prison Movie Discourse’ In (ed.) P. Mason (2006) Captured by the Media: Prison Discourse in Popular Culture. London: Willan. 191-209.

escape possible (as inmates and guards are reliably to be found in certain places, at certain times). Skills taught simply for the sake of keeping prisoners occupied — in the case of Escape from Alcatraz, it's metalwork — become purposeful when directed towards escape. And unloved facilities and spaces, as well as guards who are inattentive to the needs and idiosyncracies of inmates, provide the means for escape.

These narrative conventions in prison escape narratives tend to direct us to see prison itself as implicated in not just the means, but the motive for escape. In most cases, though, this turns out to be a soft critique. More often than not, it is the specific prison — rather than imprisonment per se — that comes into critical focus. This is the case in Escape from Alcatraz. If Alcatraz is an uncaring and unloved-for environment, that's because it's Alcatraz. The final scene of the film is telling in this respect. In the aftermath of Frank and his associates’ audacious escape, the Prison Warden discovers a chrysanthemum planted on the edge of the island, beyond the prison walls. It's a ‘kiss off’ moment — another convention of the prison escape movie — that takes aim at Alcatraz specifically.

It is also in keeping with one of the film's central themes: the idea that freedom is a natural condition — for certain people, at least. The idea that you can't stop flowers from blooming, irrespective of the experience of terror and pain, might put viewers in mind of the use of the poppy to commemorate those killed during war. In Escape from Alcatraz, the flower serves a similar symbolic function, providing a final push-back against an oppressive prison regime that has failed to recognise that human freedom lies in everyday, seemingly small acts of personal choice and expression (in this case, the chrysanthemum draws a connection to the decision to deny Doc access to his painting materials).

All the same, Doc remains in Alcatraz. It is Frank who is free in a material sense. Overall, the film works to confirm that some people in particular have an unquenchable — and unfuschasible — instinct for freedom. You just can't keep a good man down, as the saying goes. Frank — white, attractive, only violent when provoked, highly intelligent, a man of deed — is an embodiment of the ‘good man’, and it's this set of qualities, just as much as the institution's excessive attempts to control, that render his ‘flight from’ permissible (in the context of the film, at least). The character of ‘Wolf’ offers a key point of difference in this respect. Convicted of rape, Wolf is seemingly unable to control his animal-like violence (as his name not-so-subtly indicates), and as a result is recurrently made to spend time in solitary confinement. Wolf represents something very important in Escape from Alcatraz: the sort of prisoner who should be locked up, who is absolutely beyond rehabilitation, and violent beyond repair. This sort of animal belongs in a cage. Both characterisations — of Wolf and Frank — are, I want to suggest, deeply problematic. If the character of Wolf serves to demonstrate that we need prisons like Alcatraz, the character of Frank asks that we see other, more culturally-vaulted forms of masculinity as inviolable.

These narrative conventions in prison escape narratives tend to direct us to see prison itself as implicated in not just the means, but the motive for escape.

Hope springs eternal in The Shawshank Redemption (1994)

Hollywood prison movies of the 1990s — such as The Green Mile, Con Air, The Shawshank Redemption — were amongst the most widely watched films of the decade. For many criminologists, the prison movies of this era reflect — and to some degree licence — the changing political climate of the late twentieth century, and more specifically, the rise of penal populism in late liberal democracies. Mason makes this point in an article reviewing prison movies from the mid-1990s through to the mid-2000s. He notes two key features to Hollywood prison films of this period: ‘the graphic exploitation of violence and sexual assault’ and ‘the representation of prisoners as dehumanised other and deserving of harsh treatment’. The overall implication, he argues, is that prison is mainly inhabited by people with insatiable appetites for violence — that is, people


who seem like they should be there. The central source of drama in these films is the struggle of those who, for various reasons, shouldn’t be there.

O’Sullivan makes a similar set of observations in his analysis of four prison movies from the 1990s, and here he takes The Shawshank Redemption (directed by Frank Darabont, released in 1994) to be an outlier. He points out that the film presents inmates as capable of rehabilitation, is nostalgic in tone (the film is set largely in the 1940s and 1950s) and as such, he argues, might be seen to be ‘doing good by stealth’. I want to suggest that we look at the film differently — as a quintessential ‘flight to’ narrative with, I will argue below, just as much of an exclusionary impulse as other prison movies of the 1990s.

Certainly, the film’s opening scenes clearly signal that this is a 1990s prison movie. We follow Red (played by Morgan Freeman) as he walks through a busy prison yard. In his voice-over — he narrates throughout — he gently brags about his abilities to smuggle into the prison anything a prisoner wants. A loud siren starts, and it calls Red and others to something — we’re not sure what yet. The camera pulls out, up, and sweeps over the prison, taking us outside its walls to show the approach of a prison van. Inside, at the back, sits Andy Dufresne (played by Tim Robbins), looking nervous, smart but dishevelled, and thoroughly out-of-place. As the camera pulls outside of the van and back up and over the prison, we realise that the siren marks the arrival of this new intake of prisoners. In a panning aerial shot, we watch the inmates — huge in number — slowly making their way to a prison entrance-point.

As with Escape from Alcatraz, then, the opening scene of The Shawshank Redemption offers us a bird’s eye view of the prison building. In the earlier film, it’s as a table-model in the Warden’s office. Here, In The Shawshank Redemption, it’s aerial shots of the building itself. The point, in both cases, is to emphasise the fortress-like qualities of the prison. In another, important respect, our early bird’s eye view of Shawshank Penitentiary is different: this prison is peopled. In fact, the prison population is integral to what makes this prison deeply threatening and overwhelming. As the van enters a holding bay area, cordoned off from the prison yard, the inmates crowd and rattle the wire mesh fence, jeering at the newcomers as they file out of the van. As O’Sullivan points out, this vision of the prison population has become part of the mise-en-scène of prison movies — and, it might be added, the cacophony of barely decipherable shouted taunts has become part of its distinctive soundscape — and it works to homogenise this population and make them seem like a built-in feature of the prison.

Wilson notes that the hero-protagonists of 1990s prison movies are often placed in stark contrast to the primordial prison population; they are the ‘exceptional individual’, wrongly-convicted or serving an overly-harsh sentence. We already know from the opening scenes of The Shawshank Redemption that Andy is a fish out of water. As the film progresses we learn that he has been wrongly convicted of the double-homicide of his wife and lover. His first years in prison are absolutely gruelling. He’s raped, he’s beaten, he’s (almost) friendless.

What comes to save Andy — in the first instance, at least — is his middle-class education. In return for protection, the head guard (Captain Hadley, played by Clancy Brown) recruits Andy to do his personal accounts, money laundering and all. Andy is duly moved to the prison library, both and over the prison, we realise that the siren marks the arrival of this new intake of prisoners. In a panning aerial shot, we watch the inmates — huge in number — slowly making their way to a prison entrance-point.

As with Escape from Alcatraz, then, the opening scene of The Shawshank Redemption offers us a bird’s eye view of the prison building. In the earlier film, it’s as a table-model in the Warden’s office. Here, In The Shawshank Redemption, it’s aerial shots of the building itself. The point, in both cases, is to emphasise the fortress-like qualities of the prison. In another, important respect, our early bird’s eye view of Shawshank Penitentiary is different: this prison is peopled. In fact, the prison population is integral to what makes this prison deeply threatening and overwhelming. As the van enters a holding bay area, cordoned off from the prison yard, the inmates crowd and rattle the wire mesh fence, jeering at the newcomers as they file out of the van. As O’Sullivan points out, this vision of the prison population has become part of the mise-en-scène of prison movies — and, it might be added, the cacophony of barely decipherable shouted taunts has become part of its distinctive soundscape — and it works to homogenise this population and make them seem like a built-in feature of the prison.

Wilson notes that the hero-protagonists of 1990s prison movies are often placed in stark contrast to the primordial prison population; they are the ‘exceptional individual’, wrongly-convicted or serving an overly-harsh sentence. We already know from the opening scenes of The Shawshank Redemption that Andy is a fish out of water. As the film progresses we learn that he has been wrongly convicted of the double-homicide of his wife and lover. His first years in prison are absolutely gruelling. He’s raped, he’s beaten, he’s (almost) friendless.

What comes to save Andy — in the first instance, at least — is his middle-class education. In return for protection, the head guard (Captain Hadley, played by Clancy Brown) recruits Andy to do his personal accounts, money laundering and all. Andy is duly moved to the prison library, both and over the prison, we realise that the siren marks the arrival of this new intake of prisoners. In a panning aerial shot, we watch the inmates — huge in number — slowly making their way to a prison entrance-point.

As with Escape from Alcatraz, then, the opening scene of The Shawshank Redemption offers us a bird’s eye view of the prison building. In the earlier film, it’s as a table-model in the Warden’s office. Here, In The Shawshank Redemption, it’s aerial shots of the building itself. The point, in both cases, is to emphasise the fortress-like qualities of the prison. In another, important respect, our early bird’s eye view of Shawshank Penitentiary is different: this prison is peopled. In fact, the prison population is integral to what makes this prison deeply threatening and overwhelming. As the van enters a holding bay area, cordoned off from the prison yard, the inmates crowd and rattle the wire mesh fence, jeering at the newcomers as they file out of the van. As O’Sullivan points out, this vision of the prison population has become part of the mise-en-scène of prison movies — and, it might be added, the cacophony of barely decipherable shouted taunts has become part of its distinctive soundscape — and it works to homogenise this population and make them seem like a built-in feature of the prison.

Wilson notes that the hero-protagonists of 1990s prison movies are often placed in stark contrast to the primordial prison population; they are the ‘exceptional individual’, wrongly-convicted or serving an overly-harsh sentence. We already know from the opening scenes of The Shawshank Redemption that Andy is a fish out of water. As the film progresses we learn that he has been wrongly convicted of the double-homicide of his wife and lover. His first years in prison are absolutely gruelling. He’s raped, he’s beaten, he’s (almost) friendless.

What comes to save Andy — in the first instance, at least — is his middle-class education. In return for protection, the head guard (Captain Hadley, played by Clancy Brown) recruits Andy to do his personal accounts, money laundering and all. Andy is duly moved to the prison library, both

Fiddler convincingly argues that Andy's escape is framed as a re-birth in the film, and that Shawshank Penitentiary constitutes a space akin to purgatory. By implication, Andy's escape requires an extraordinary leap of faith. What makes Andy's escape possible is his highly-developed understanding of freedom as something that requires a deep personal responsibility to ceaseless, existential hope. The means of Andy's escape is a neat demonstration of this. Through all the mundane, daily drama of the prison — the narrative focus for the film — Andy has been quietly burrowing away for 19 years. The fact that the process of escape is hidden from the audience’s view reinforces the sense that this is a feat of great inner strength. This is the ‘redemption’ that the film's title refers to, and by implication the connection between hope and freedom is spiritual in character. That is, the film suggests that to be free — really free — is first a state of mind and then a material state.

Throughout the film, we are asked to see hope and freedom as aesthetic experiences. In one of the film's most famous scenes, Andy barricades himself into the Warden's office and plays Mozart's Marriage of Figaro over the prison tannoy system. Leaning back in the chair, eyes gently closed, Andy enjoys this short-lived moment of bliss. In the prison yard, the men stand still and silent, faces turned up to the tannoy, seemingly entranced by the operatic score. Still, the effect on them is short-lived. Returning from a stretch of solitary confinement in the 'hole', his punishment for taking over the airwaves of the prison, Andy — pale-faced and bleary-eyed — joins his fellow inmates at lunch. They tease him about whether it was worth it. A non-diegetic string score starts up as he explains to the men the importance of music in reminding him 'there are places in the world that aren't made out of stone...there's something inside that they can't get to...hope'. Red finds Andy's idealism irritating. The other men are nonchalant. The film's position on all of this is clear: hope, personally cultivated, is the only route to true freedom. This is what sets Andy apart from his fellow prisoners. This is what makes (real) escape possible.

The fact that the process of escape is hidden from the audience’s view reinforces the sense that this is a feat of great inner strength.

This message is especially clear in the film's closing scenes. Red is now out on parole and staying in a half-way house. We watch him packing in his bedroom. We've been in this room before — earlier in the film, when the elderly prisoner Brooks was released after serving a 50 year sentence, and, unable to cope with the outside world, committed suicide in this very bedroom. Red's voice-over draws this connection too: 'Get busy dyin', or get busy livin'...That's damn right', he says decisively. The camera travels upwards and settles on some graffiti carved into the wooden beam in the ceiling — ‘Brooks was here’, it reads, and next to it, ‘so was Red’. Red won’t fail at freedom like Brooks did, is the implication, and as the film closes, we see him join Andy on the postcard-perfect shores of a far-flung Mexican beach, by the pure blue of the Pacific Ocean. It is a deeply familiar cultural fantasy of the idealised 'flight to' — the stuff of dreams.

**Fantasies of Escape in Escape at Dannemora (2018)**

Rapping points to the steady proliferation of television dramas about the prison from the 1990s onwards. Her focus is Oz, the hugely successful US television drama series set inside a fictional maximum security prison, and Rapping suggests that the show contributed to a powerful cultural mythology that prison is a necessary storing-house for the unredeemable. Central to this, Yousman argues, is Oz’s depiction of its inhabitants — particularly its African American inmates — as superpredators engaged in ‘constant, bizarre, spectacular, and sadistic violence’.

Looking at this from this perspective, 1990s television series about prison seem to be doing much the same thing that prison movies of the same era do — that is, revive a retributive instinct and direct it in such a way as to entrench ideas about criminality and a carceral class. All the same, it’s worth thinking about how television might be distinct in its effects as a medium. One thing that’s important is the serial format of television programmes. They’re not unique in offering us stories in episodic form. Early novels tended to be serialised. Radio shows and podcasts, too, often have this feature.

---


25. I'm indebted to Alex Clayton for this set of observations — see, for example, Clayton, A (2013) 'why Comedy is At Home on Television'. In: J Jacobs and S Peacock (eds) Television Aesthetics and Style. Bloomsbury Academic, New York & London. 79-92
Serialisation offers up certain narrative or dramatic possibilities, particularly when it comes to repetition, the routine and the everyday. Sometimes this works to show us what’s comforting, peculiar, or amusing about the familiar — sit-coms work in this way — and sometimes serialisation can show us that routines can be oppressive, that cycles repeat, and that particular behaviours are horribly predictable and unchanging. To take Oz as a case in point: each episode, the same character types act out on the same base instincts and with the same brutal outcomes. The effect is to make violence seem inevitable — and, by implication, so too the maximum security prison.

Serialisation can achieve other effects, of course. In Escape at Dannemora, a seven-part television series broadcast in 2018, seriality instead works to depict prison-life as boringly repetitious and lacking in purpose. The story revolves around the relationship between prison sewing workshop supervisor Joyce ‘Tilly’ Walters (played by Patricia Arquette) and two inmates with whom Tilly is sexually (she thinks romantically) involved, convicted murderers David Sweat (played by Paul Dano) and Richard Matt (played by Benicio del Toro). Right from the start, we know things are going to end badly — that this is going to be in some measure a failed escape. The first episode opens with Tilly, cuffed and wearing prison uniform, being brought in for an interview with the Inspector General. Through this exchange we learn that there’s been a prison-break, two men are on the loose and, it seems, Tilly is implicated. She asserts her innocence in general. Through this exchange we learn that there’s been a prison-break, two men are on the loose and, it all fall in with the familiar routine of the working day. When Tilly asks for inmate Sweat to join her in the storeroom, eyebrows raise. Everyone seems to know what’s going on here. Furtive sex in the back-room is only part of it, though. Tilly imagines herself to be having a love affair with baby-faced Sweat — the sort of love affair that pop singers croon about. One moment she’s petulantly scolding him, the next she’s doting on him and ragging about her inferior husband. When Sweat is moved out of the sewing workshop, his mate Matt steps in to take his place as Tilly’s favourite. He’s more long in the tooth than Sweat — and more menacing and plainly manipulative, too. He easily co-opts Tilly to help him and Sweat escape so that the three of them can disappear to Mexico and set up home together.

It’s the same ‘flight to’ fantasy that Andy dreams of in The Shawshank Redemption — the ocean-side get-away, and a new life without material constraint. It’s the same ‘flight to’ fantasy that Andy dreams of in The Shawshank Redemption — the ocean-side get-away, and a new life without material constraint. In Escape at Dannemora, though, these escape-fantasies are quickly punctured by reality. Like Andy, Sweat and Matt’s moment of freedom, when it eventually comes, involves scrambling through a pipe into the outside world. Andy emerges from the sewer on the far side of Shawshank’s walls to stand triumphant, arms outstretched to the sheeting rain. Sweat and Matt instead emerge unspectacularly from a manhole into a quiet street in Dannemora. They’ve been stood up by Tilly — the plan was for her to be the get-away driver — and almost immediately panic sets-in. They roam around aimlessly, bickering quietly about where to go. As the final episode unfolds, it’s clear that neither has the skills needed for escape, or indeed, life beyond the prison. Matt quickly unravels, starts drinking excessively, and is eventually gunned down and killed. Sweat, younger and fitter, more ready to try, makes it as far as the Canadian border before being shot and recaptured.

The problem is that Sweat and Matt haven’t thought too seriously about what lies on the ‘other side’ of escape. Life on the run is exhausting, squalid,

and dangerous. Matt ends up holed-up in an abandoned caravan-trailer. It's a decidedly unfree life of freedom. In other ways besides, *Escape at Dannemora* wants to draw a connection between life on the outside and life inside the prison, and in such a way as to suggest that there's something fundamentally inescapable about life in Dannemora (this is, after all, *Escape at Dannemora*, rather than *Escape from Dannemora*). Tilly is stuck in here. No amount of daydreaming can change that. The whole town — economically dependent on the local prison — feels like it's stuck in a rut or, at least, in an odd symbiotic relationship with the prison and its inmates.

In other ways besides, *Escape at Dannemora* suggests that the heart of the problem lies in late capitalism. Take, for example, the scenes set in the prison sewing workshop, where inmate labour is used to mass-produce clothes. It's monotonous work, driven by strict deadlines to meet orders rather than any strategy to rehabilitate. It says as much about the nature of work in post-industrial societies characterised by a decline in meaningful employment, as it does about the failure of the prison. Or, at least, we're urged to see the latter as inextricably linked to the former.

Take, too, the series' persistent suggestion that popular culture peddles sentiment — clichéd, over-done, unoriginal, incoherent, and devoid of any real meaning. Escapist pop music — so beloved of Tilly — is a case in point, and so too are Matt's paintings. Like Doc in *Escape from Alcatraz*, Matt seems to find some solace in painting. Unlike Doc, Matt finds a way to trade on his creative talents, and these art-works — made for transaction, rather than pleasure — are exact copies of photographs of people and pets (ordered through a prison guard in return for privileges and favours). It's painstaking work, but totally inexpressive, and the finished goods have a mawkish, uncanny quality (they are, after all, copies of a copy of real-life).

It's tempting to conclude from all this that there's a fundamental fakeness to life at Dannemora, despite — or maybe it should be ‘because of’ — the soundtrack's persistent suggestions about finding 'real' love, Matt's attempts to faithfully replicate, and the characters' desire to escape the prison for a better life. On closer inspection, the deeper problem is the impossibility of progress, or simply moving on. To copy a photograph, follow the same old sewing pattern, recite the words of a pop song, rehearse dreams of escape — all, crucially, practices promoted by late capitalism — is to rehash. The long-term economic stagnation of Dannemora and the institutional inertia that besets the prison contribute, too, to a troubling sense of stasis. *Escape at Dannemora* wants to suggest that all of this is interconnected. If, here, the prison is a failed institution, and if Matt, Sweat and Tilly are deluded by fantasies of escape, that's largely because they are products of a culture that has become denuded of purpose and meaning.

**Conclusion**

It has always been the case that freedom has to be earned in the prison escape story. That is as true of *The Big House* in 1930 as it is of *Escape at Dannemora* in 2018. There is, across all of these cultural treatments, a persistent suggestion that some people, by virtue of outlook, personality, and attributes, have a stronger claim to freedom than others. There are deep cultural structures at work here. It is, for example, no accident that escapees are almost always white men. There are also more historically-specific patterns evident in prison escape stories. Above, I described the prison escape stories explored in this article as way-makers in the cultural representation of the prison and incarceration. It might be more productive to think of them not as distinct cultural ‘moments’, but rather as indicative of different strands of culturally-dominant thinking about incarceration in the late twentieth, early twenty first century.

Take, for example, the idea that Frank in *Escape from Alcatraz* is 'born to be free'. This owes much to the cultural motif of the indefatigable, freedom-loving ‘good guy’ and a historically-specific conception that individual autonomy is a good in and of itself. It’s a distinctly modern idea, and it achieves particular cultural purchase in the mid-twentieth to early twenty-first century, finding expression in such varied cultural forms as the Hollywood Western and the Action Film genre. In many 'flight from' prison escape stories of the post-1970s period too, the implicit idea is that external, institutional constraints place too great a burden on certain forms of privileged masculinity and, in turn, that those who belong in this category have a natural and irrefutable desire for freedom.
This is one culturally-dominant idea about prison escape — and, beyond that, about who we think prison is for — but it’s by no means the only one. Andy, in *The Shawshank Redemption* is, too, a product of his time, and his escape-route points to other cultural currents at work in prison escape stories of the post-1970s period. This ‘flight to’ story is concerned with freedom as an internal, emotional state of mind. The implication here is that it is up to the individual to cultivate the right emotional disposition for freedom. People have to really want to be free and work tirelessly towards this end. It’s a convenient idea in the era of mass incarceration, implying, as it does, that prisoners in some sense choose to be unfree.

In this way, and others besides, the film chimes with the distinct brand of penal populism that had by the mid-1990s become a key feature of political debate. If, as others have pointed out, penal populism is characteristically emotive and punitive in tone and calls for more visceral, spectacular forms of justice, fantastical stories of personal redemption are surely its corollary. Both rely upon a manichean worldview, where (very) good people are perceived to be under attack by (very) bad people. When it comes to cultural treatments of the prison, the effect is to confirm that prison simply isn’t for some people — men like Andy, in *The Shawshank Redemption*. It’s for other men (and, like many other post-1990s prison movies, we get plenty of indications of what these ‘other’ men are like in *The Shawshank Redemption* — they’re members of the deeply violent carceral class, depicted as the prison-horde).

By the second decade of the twenty-first century, popular treatments of the prison reflect a situation where high-security mass incarceration has come to seem like a normal, self-evident criminal justice response to crime. So it is that the super-maximum security prison is presented as a highly unusual carceral arrangement in *Escape from Alcatraz*, appears unremarkable in *The Shawshank Redemption*, and in *Escape at Dannemora* seems like a matter of tired routine. In this 2018 television series the prison is akin to a residential complex — vast and somehow, too, a ‘way of life’. *Escape at Dannemora* provides a critical perspective on this. In focussing on the symbiotic — and deeply toxic — relationship between the prison and local town, the series wants to suggest that the prison is part of a broader political economy that hinders social mobility and meaningful change. The fantasies of escape that grow up in this context are variously distracting and self-destructive, and they are part of the problem in *Escape at Dannemora*. No one gets to be free here, and the institutional inertia of the prison — far from being an exceptional response to a specific problem of crime — is taken here to be an epiphomenon, linked to a broader problem of economic stagnation and cultural stasis. It asks of us a critical question — and it’s the one I want to end on: why do we spend so much time imagining the condition of freedom and so little time scrutinising its material reality?
‘The learning happens in the interaction’: exploring the ‘magic’ of the interpersonal in Learning Together
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‘I think it [Learning Together] gives you the tools to do it if you want to do something, and it gives you the words to use when you try to understand how you’re feeling. I think what makes me want to act is not the learning as much as the interaction. The learning happens in the interaction.’ (Elinor, Learning Together university-based student)

‘While a traumatic past may increase our risk of bad things happening [in the future], we are not destined to crash and burn. Adversity doesn’t mean that we’re destroyed. […] [Research] tells us that we can rescue one another. It is in our relationships with one another that we can all find healing and a better path forward.’ (Vivek Murthy, Together) 2

Prisons and universities are public institutions seeking to support individual learning and change for broader social good. This article explores qualitative and quantitative data collected in the first two phases of a five-year evaluation of Learning Together at the University of Cambridge, describing one of the key findings from that research, namely that the transformative potential of Learning Together resides in the magic of interpersonal. Building from existing literature, and drawing on data from the first phase of the evaluation (2014-16), we explain the development of measures employed in the second phase of the evaluation (2017-19). These measures were designed to capture the changes students described as they learned together: changes in perspective-taking, self-esteem, self-efficacy and interpersonal-efficacy. Our findings show the central role of interpersonal-efficacy in predicting increases in self-efficacy, and how increasing perspective-taking and self-esteem can enhance the magic of the interpersonal. We argue that increasing self-efficacy should be an important goal for prisons and universities to enable students to reach their potential. We conclude by considering what these findings might mean for the work of these important social institutions.

Learning Together builds communities of learning in which students who are currently under criminal justice supervision, often resident in prisons, and students who are currently resident in universities study higher education courses together. The practices and pedagogy of Learning Together are grounded in research about positive transformations through learning, including the role of education in supporting movements away from crime (desistance). Learning Together has been evaluated from its outset, striving to understand not just ‘what’ happens as we learn, but how it happens, and the long term significance of these happenings.

We begin by describing the intellectual and pragmatic background of Learning Together, sharing the story of how qualitative learning from the first phase of our evaluation led to a theoretical and methodological ‘undoing’ and the development of new, broadened research instruments in the second...
Learning Together: pragmatic and intellectual foundations

Learning Together was founded at the University of Cambridge in 2014 with a single master’s level course in criminology convened by the first two authors of this paper, together with Dr Rebecca Docherty, an educational psychologist. It was delivered in partnership with HMP Grendon, with the enthusiastic participation of many colleagues from the Cambridge Institute of Criminology. Since then, Learning Together has grown substantially at Cambridge. By 2019/20, Cambridge had partnered with three prisons (of varying size, function and performance), providing a syllabus of learning opportunities across a wide range of disciplines, including creative writing, criminology, law, literary criticism, maths, philosophy and ethics, theology and sociology. Beyond Cambridge, Learning Together has grown to become a national and international network of partnerships — the Learning Together Network — comprised of over 50 higher education and criminal justice institutions, working together towards a common vision, mission and values statement and toolkit of shared practices.

The roots of Learning Together lie in intersecting pragmatic and intellectual interests. Pragmatically, our work is animated by interest in the potential of experiential, participatory and critical learning communities, that cross ‘borders’, with a view to widening participation within our higher education institutions. Also central to our work, is an effort to broaden the nature of existing educational provision within prisons beyond functional skills and distance learning, to include higher education and learning with others, and to broaden learning within universities beyond depoliticised and disembodied ‘ivory tower’ experiences (recognising that some universities, and some prisons, are better at this than others). We have written elsewhere about the wealth of existing evidence that describes the promises of higher education for personal and social development, noting however that prisons and universities can sometimes be both exclusive and excluding in their approaches to learners and learning, in ways that cause them to fall short of their ambitions. In thinking about how prisons and universities might better achieve their goals, we

5. See www.psychologyfoundations.co.uk.
6. Learning Together was founded at the University of Cambridge in 2014 with a master’s level introductory course in criminology convened by the first two authors of this paper, together with Dr Rebecca Docherty, an educational psychologist. It was delivered in partnership with HMP Grendon, with the enthusiastic participation of many colleagues from the Cambridge Institute of Criminology. Since then, Learning Together has grown substantially at Cambridge. By 2019/20, Cambridge had partnered with three prisons (of varying size, function and performance), providing a syllabus of learning opportunities across a wide range of disciplines, including creative writing, criminology, law, literary criticism, maths, philosophy and ethics, theology and sociology. Beyond Cambridge, Learning Together has grown to become a national and international network of partnerships — the Learning Together Network — comprised of over 50 higher education and criminal justice institutions, working together towards a common vision, mission and values statement and toolkit of shared practices.

The roots of Learning Together lie in intersecting pragmatic and intellectual interests. Pragmatically, our work is animated by interest in the potential of experiential, participatory and critical learning communities, that cross ‘borders’, with a view to widening participation within our higher education institutions. Also central to our work, is an effort to broaden the nature of existing educational provision within prisons beyond functional skills and distance learning, to include higher education and learning with others, and to broaden learning within universities beyond depoliticised and disembodied ‘ivory tower’ experiences (recognising that some universities, and some prisons, are better at this than others).

We have written elsewhere about the wealth of existing evidence that describes the promises of higher education for personal and social development, noting however that prisons and universities can sometimes be both exclusive and excluding in their approaches to learners and learning, in ways that cause them to fall short of their ambitions. In thinking about how prisons and universities might better achieve their goals, we

5. See www.psychologyfoundations.co.uk.
6. See further www.learningtogethernetwork.co.uk.
8. For example, the contested Teaching Excellence Framework implemented by the Department for Education assesses teaching provision in universities, and includes the ability to engage and support students from diverse backgrounds to achieve their aspirations in this assessment, illustrating different levels of provision: https://www.officeforstudents.org.uk/advice-and-guidance/teaching/tefoutcomes/#tefoutcomes/. In prisons, while the Coates Review highlighted a dearth of higher education provision across the estate, the report acknowledged exceptions and variation in provision, see Coates, S. (2016) Unlocking Potential: A Review of Education in Prison, London: Ministry of Justice.
position them as uncomfortable, but productive, collaborators — institutions that could increase their positive impact by working more closely together.⁹

Intuitively, Learning Together has been catalysed by theoretical intersections between processes of ‘going straight’ following conviction for a criminal offence (desistance) and processes of transformative learning. Literature on both processes emphasises the importance of agency in context and the development of skills and attitudes that enable autonomous decision-making.¹⁰ Broad research explores how personhood and potential interact with social context to be mutually constituted,¹¹ and these same threads run through educational and criminological understandings of individual, institutional and broader social transformations.¹² In education literature, research on the interactions between individual agency and complex social environments has been identified as one of the most important developments over the recent decades,¹³ exploring both pragmatic¹⁴ and socio-political¹⁵ implications. In criminological literature, a different kind of learning — learning to live a crime free life — is similarly recognised as a psycho-social process in which individuals construct their identities and seek to make meaning within social contexts.¹⁶ Desistance is described as a process that does not happen in a vacuum, but rather in ‘community’ — contexts in which people can begin to feel they have a ‘stake in conformity’.¹⁷ ‘Transformation’ can often sound, and be recounted, as a positive movement from down to up, worse to better, bad to good, excluded to included. But research shows that processes of change and growth, especially movements away from crime, are often fragile and painful.¹⁸ While most people move away from offending over the life course, the process varies in length and in speed¹⁹ and, as with transformative learning, desistance is more likely to be sustained with the benefit of others who can provide connections, possibilities and encouragement.²⁰

Within this broad theoretical terrain, Learning Together is particularly interested in themes of difference, stigma and inclusivity — how the ‘edges’ of our learning communities, as reflected in our practices of inclusion, exclusion, and coming together, shape experiences and possibilities for individual and social development. We know, for example, that perceived or


experienced prejudice or stigma among people who leave prison can frustrate movements away from crime and students' hopes of completing a degree at university. But we know, too, that bringing people together across differences and under the right conditions, which enable 'meaningful encounters', can reduce perceived or experienced prejudice or stigma and can also improve learning.

From its inception, then, Learning Together has been conceived as an action research initiative — an attempt to put key existing theoretical and empirical knowledge into practice in the hope of contributing pragmatically to improved educational experiences in higher education and criminal justice institutions, while contributing intellectually, through the evaluation of our action, to enrich underpinning knowledge. Delivering on these hopes has been challenging. Bringing together individuals and institutions aiming for some similar things, but unaccustomed to working together to achieve them, requires creativity and persistence. Learning Together has opened us up to previously unknown heights of joy and hope as well as deepest depths of frustration and despair, the latter manifesting most devastatingly in the tragedy of 29 November 2019 at a Learning Together alumni event, in which a former student attacked and killed fellow Learning Together community members Saskia Jones and Jack Merritt, and injured many others. It feels impossible to put into words the grief and trauma felt across our community, particularly for the loss of Jack and Saskia, two extraordinary, determined and treasured people. Through this event, we have felt ever more keenly the pains of crime — the actions of people who are part of our community but hurt and deeply damage others who are also in that community. Social and criminal injustice hurt, deeply. We are determined to continue to play our part in striving for better. We hope the findings described below will contribute to this by enriching the development of the kinds of education that help out prisons and universities deliver on their missions.

### Theoretical and methodological development

#### Phase 1 — beginnings

The first Learning Together class was held in January 2015, in B wing’s community room at HMP Grendon. Over six weeks, 10 MPhil students from the Cambridge Institute of Criminology studied alongside 11 students from HMP Grendon, exploring topics that included legitimacy and desistance theory, social justice and imprisonment and processes of getting into and out of prison. Students prepared by reading and thinking about weekly readings and study sheets. They listened to a short lecture from a leading academic and broke off into small, facilitated discussion groups made up of students from the prison and university. To complete the course, students submitted a 1500 word essay.

Evaluation of Learning Together began with this first course. All students were given the option to participate in the evaluation; everyone chose to do so. Evaluation was framed fairly narrowly theoretically and methodologically. While we always aimed to include all students equally in the evaluation, our understanding of change had a strong criminological focus, especially in relation to outcomes. Our working hypothesis was

---

27. Results from the pilot study are reported in our earlier publication, see n. 3 above.
28. Funded by the British Academy, grant P150089.
that bringing students from university and prison to learn together would increase social bonds, develop civic virtues, and reduce perceptions of stigma and social distance and we expected the presence of these factors to increase the likelihood of desistance from crime. Methodologically, we conceived of our work as mixed methods. We adapted and piloted narrowly desistance and intergroup contact focused scales to capture change as a result of participating in Learning Together and students completed these before and after the course, alongside in-depth post-course interviews.

**Learning from phase 1 — ‘undoing’**

In the first phase of evaluation, students described how Learning Together had led to positive changes in ‘being, belonging and becoming’ — they reported positive developments in their self-identities, perceived connectedness with others, and their ideas and aspirations about their futures. Learning Together gave students an ‘expanded sense of belonging’, ‘reshaping’ their understandings of self and ‘open[ing] up new routes of personal growth and a sense of becoming with newly broadened horizons’. In many cases, the experience of Learning Together also prompted the revision of existing ideas about similarity and difference between people both in the classroom, and beyond. New ‘improbable friendships’ emerged between students who started to think they may have previously over-stated their differences and under-stated their similarities. But students rarely talked about moving away from crime — whether based in the prison or the university (brushes with the law were not unique to prison-based students). We found that the fuller nature of the growth that students described was not captured by our narrowly theoretically informed quantitative measures. Beyond irrelevance, students told us that our questions, (and the criminological frame of reference they imported) felt stigmatising, and that our methods were out of step with our co-produced approach to teaching and learning. Our students felt included and enlivened in the classroom, but somewhat ignored and objectified in our research. We listened.31

**Transitioning to phase 2 — broadening and reforming**

Throughout our 2016 course at HMP Grendon,32 we built on this feedback alongside analysis of first year data, broadening our theoretical framework and redesigning our methods to take a more participatory, inductive and creative approach.33 While leading us down rabbit holes sometimes, our more inductive and open approaches began to help us to see new things, which led us to new, broader literatures, particularly from education, human geography and sociology.34

Working with our students and broadening our frames of reference led us to identify four recurrent themes in students’ descriptions of their growth through Learning Together: (i) students’ abilities to make friends, relate to others and seek support from them; (ii) students’ abilities to consider others’ points of view; (iii) students’ sense of self-worth; and (iv) students’ self-confidence in their ability to achieve the things they set out to do. We wanted to understand more. Our students had started to tell us ‘what’ was going on for them. We wanted to develop measures that would enable us to explore how different aspects of growth interacted. Eventually, through longitudinal research, we hoped to explore changes over time and the role they play in long-term outcomes, including through interaction with different social contexts.35


31. Described in greater detail in Armstrong and Ludlow, n.4, above.

32. HMP Grendon is a therapeutic community (TC) prison. While many prisons in England and Wales now have TCs or PPEs (psychologically informed prison environments), HMP Grendon is the only prison to operate wholly as a TC. When we began this work people often said to us it was only possible because we were working in a TC. We can see aspects of the work that were influenced by this environment. However, our experience as we have grown the Learning Together Network across the prison estate has been that the TC elements of HMP Grendon have some benefits and drawbacks. At the end of the paper we acknowledge that the data from prison-based students in this paper is taken from three very different prisons, and that until we have greater numbers in our quantitative data set we cannot explore the data by prison/university.

33. As above, see n.4.


35. The longitudinal research is now underway, funded by the Cambridge Humanities Research Grant Scheme with two phases of data collection complete and a forthcoming paper in draft looking at interactions between students’ experiences of social cohesion and their self-assessments of individual change over time through repeat administration of the measures underpinning the data in this paper.
Phase 2 — broadened frameworks for action and sense-making

As we moved towards broader measures and frames of reference, we found that the things students highlighted as important in their learning were well recognised in existing literatures. The four themes listed above mapped onto four well-established constructs — interpersonal-efficacy, perspective-taking, self-esteem and self-efficacy.

Education research establishes that a sense of self-efficacy, or an individual’s belief in their own agency and ability to achieve specific goals, predicts an individual’s motivation to learn, their ability to set and achieve academic goals, cope with stress, and pursue prosocial goals. However, self-efficacy doesn’t increase in a vacuum. At an individual level, a positive relationship between self-esteem (self-worth) and self-efficacy is well established. When investigating the link between self-esteem and self-efficacy in relation to educational performance, Di Giunta and colleagues confirmed that self-esteem predicted self-efficacy beliefs and this influenced academic performance in young adults. If an individual has a positive image of themselves, or feels confident about themselves, it will be easier for them to believe in their abilities and to set and achieve their goals. Looking more broadly at the relationship between individuals, research suggests a positive and direct relationship between a person’s ability to understand others’ perspective and their self-efficacy. Many studies suggest that interpersonal skills, high or positive self-esteem, and the ability to consider other’s perspectives, are all related to increased self-efficacy. Beyond the individual and interpersonal, recent sociological understandings of transformative learning situate agency (for our purposes, akin to self-efficacy) as a reciprocal part of social contexts within and beyond the classroom. As Stetsenko argues, ‘human beings cannot be considered as existing separately and autonomously not only from other people but also from reality.’ This argument is supported by research which shows how broader learning environments can play a mutually reciprocal role, shaping and being shaped by self-efficacy.

Criminological research about movements away from crime (desistance) is not dissimilar — it also shows that self-efficacy plays as an important role in positive transformations. In early work on desistance Maruna compared people convicted of offences who persist in offending with those who desist, and found that desisters needed what he called a ‘tragic optimism’ in order to forge crime free lives in social circumstances that made this extraordinarily difficult. Self-efficacy is understood as an element of agency, related to choices made on a range of alternatives in different social circumstances in the aim of securing a desired outcome. But, as Stetsenko argues in relation to

45. Pérez-Fuentes et al, n. 42.
46. See Stetsenko, n.10.
education, criminological scholarship also acknowledges that agency doesn’t exist in a vacuum. The reciprocal roles of agency and social structure (circumstances and networks) have been long recognised in literature on desistance. Building from this in a recent paper, Johnston et al. found that self-efficacy — defined here as a person’s confidence in their ability to desist — was related to reduced re-offending. This research also considered several factors expected to enable or constrain self-efficacy: perceived opportunities, self-control and resistance to peer influence were associated with increases in a person’s self-efficacy to desist, while delinquent peer association and substance use dependency were associated with decreases in desistance self-efficacy. Significantly, for the purposes of this paper, Johnson and colleagues’ research specifically examined the role of social ties on desistance self-efficacy, which they measured in terms of participation in employment, post-secondary education and unstructured socialising. Surprisingly, in light of the body of research linking both education and employment to reduced re-offending, their research found that the education and employment aspects did not mediate the effect of desistance self-efficacy through exerting significant effects on offending. The authors acknowledge it is quite possible their measures of employment and education are poor measures of social ties because they fail to measure the quality of these relationships or the degree of commitment to them. Their study highlights that the role of self-efficacy is well established in relation to the kinds of outcomes our criminal justice institutions care about, and is mediated by environmental and relational contexts, and argues that further research is needed into the relationship between self-efficacy and social ties that may support or undermine its operation.

Building from this existing research, and with qualitative data from the first two years of Learning Together courses at HMP Grendon, we worked with our students to adopt existing measures of the four identified constructs — interpersonal-efficacy, perspective-taking, self-esteem and self-efficacy. In order to quantitatively assess the individual and interpersonal changes students had described in phase one. Based on the findings reported in previous literature and findings from phase one evaluation, we hypothesised that data from these measures would show:

1) significant self-reported increases for all students across all four measures — perspective-taking, self-esteem, interpersonal-efficacy and self-efficacy — following participation in a Learning Together course;
2) increases in perspective-taking predict increases in self-efficacy;
3) increases in self-esteem predict increases in self-efficacy;
4) increases in interpersonal-efficacy predict increases in self-efficacy, and;
   a) greater increases in perspective-taking in combination with greater increases in interpersonal-efficacy are related to greater increases in self-efficacy;
   b) greater increases in self-esteem in combination with greater increases in interpersonal-efficacy are related to greater increases in self-efficacy.

We were also interested to explore whether, and how, these changes and associations across the four measures varied depending upon whether students resided in prison or at university.

53. Measured by number of weeks employed.
54. Measured by enrolments in post-secondary education.
55. Measured by amount of time spent in unstructured activities with e.g. staying out late, going to parties.
Methods

Participants

A total of 230 students completed a Learning Together course during phase two of our research (January 2017 to May 2019). Of those 230 students, 182 elected to complete questionnaires before they began their Learning Together course and 152 completed these questionnaires again following completion of their course. Overall, 132 of these students (57.4 per cent of the 230 students that completed a course and were eligible to participate) provided quantitative pre and post-course data. This data is included in the analysis below.

Our qualitative data set includes a total of 252 post-course qualitative interviews, 129 of which took place in phase two (97.7 per cent of the 132 students who completed pre-post measures also completed a post-course interview). The remaining 123 interviews were conducted in phase one of the study (academic years 2014-15 and 2015-16). All research participants were invited to choose a first name by which they could not be identified for use in research publications. Courses took place in the context of Learning Together partnerships led by the University of Cambridge in partnership with HMPS Grendon, Whitemoor and Warren Hill. Table 1 displays the breakdown of students by course. At the time of participation 57 of the 132 total students in this data set were enrolled in degree courses at the University of Cambridge (42 females, 15 males, mean age 20.09) and 75 were prison residents (all males, mean age = 26.30). In the combined student sample, 14.4 per cent of all students self-identified as black (n=19), 65.2 per cent as white (n=86), 11.4 per cent as Asian (n=15), 5.3 per cent as mixed heritage (n=7) and 3.8 per cent as other (n=5). As Table 1 also shows, the length of each course varied from 7 to 14 contact sessions (mean=10) with an 80 per cent attendance requirement. The total completion rate across all courses was 90.4 per cent.

Table 1: Participant breakdown by Learning Together course

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Total students enrolled (n)</th>
<th>Completion rate (per cent) evaluation (per cent)</th>
<th>Students completing pre and post</th>
<th>Number of sessions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Criminology 2016/17</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23 (100.0)</td>
<td>23 (100.0)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminology 2017/18</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>20 (87.0)</td>
<td>19 (82.6)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Literature 2016/17</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>19 (90.5)</td>
<td>11 (52.4)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good life and Good Society 2016/17</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26 (100.0)</td>
<td>11 (42.3)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good life and Good Society 2017/18</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19 (95.0)</td>
<td>12 (60.0)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good life and Good Society 2018/19</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>19 (90.5)</td>
<td>18 (85.7)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butler Law Course 2017/18</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15 (75.0)</td>
<td>12 (60.0)</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butler Law Course 2018/19</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>22 (84.6)</td>
<td>6 (23.1)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Film and Literature 2018/19</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>23 (95.8)</td>
<td>15 (62.5)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law Justice and Society 2018/19</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>22 (84.6)</td>
<td>5 (19.2)</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>208 (90.4)</td>
<td>132 (57.4)</td>
<td>Mean=10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| | | | | |
| | | | | |
| | | | | |

60. See Armstrong and Ludlow, n.4
61. University-based student participant mean age = 20.09, SD = 5.61. The university-based students were slightly older and included more females than the overall student population at the University of Cambridge, probably due to the overrepresentation of women within the particular subjects available as Learning Together courses, and the fact most Learning Together university-based students are second or third year undergraduates or post-graduates. For demographics of University of Cambridge students see https://wwwvarsity.co.uk/news/13884.
62. Learning Together prison-based student participant mean age = 26.30, SD = 9.28, slightly younger than the median age of the male prison population which is between 30-39. All of our prison-based students were male. Over 95% of the prison population in England and Wales is male, and even higher levels considering that all of our prison-based students were men serving sentences of four years and above. Prison population data is taken from House of Commons Briefing Paper, Number CBP-04334, 23 July 2019, UK Prison Population Statistics.
63. Independent samples t-tests comparing the scores of prison-based and university-based students revealed no significant differences on any of the assessed variables prior to Learning Together (at baseline).
64. This category includes black, African, Caribbean, black British.
65. This category includes Asian, Asian British.
66. Broken down by institutional affiliation, within the prison 22.7% of students self-identified as black (n=17), 54.7% as white (n=41), 10.7% as Asian (n=8), 8% as mixed heritage (n=8) and 4% as other (n=3); within the university 3.5% of students self-identified as black (n=2), 45% as white (n=78.9), 12.3% as Asian (n=7), 1.8% as mixed heritage (n=1) and 3.5% as other (n=2).
67. Contact session mean = 10, SD = 1.61. The number of contact sessions = induction + # taught sessions + end of course celebration.
68. Preliminary analyses suggested no significant differences on any of the measured pre and post-course variables between the students who were included in the analyses compared to those who were not included because they only completed pre- or post-measures.
Data collection

As described above, an iterative mixed-methods approach was taken to evaluation, in which data from phase one informed the development of questionnaires that accompanied further qualitative data collection in phase two. All students taking part in Learning Together and electing to participate in the evaluation completed end of course interviews. The interview schedule was structured by way of 10 broad semi-structured questions, which focused on students’ experiences of Learning Together (including high points and low points/challenges, learning environment and pedagogy), motivations for taking part, feelings about themselves and others, and plans for the future. Interviews were conducted by two researchers, often involving a course convenor and one of the research team talking with a student together. Most interviews lasted between 45 minutes and an hour. With consent, interviews were recorded, transcribed verbatim, anonymised using agreed pseudonyms, and inductively coded. Interviews took place in private, either on a prison wing or in a university office. Occasionally, two students elected to be interviewed together.

All students were also offered the opportunity to complete questionnaires to self-assess their attitudes to learning at the start and end of each course. Completed questionnaires belong to students and are available through Learning Together’s digital learning platform. This gives students the opportunity to see what is being measured and how they have assessed themselves. On completing post-course measures, students can also see any changes in their self-assessments. At this stage, students can elect to keep their individual findings private, solely to support their own personal and learning development, or they can choose to submit them anonymously to the overall Learning Together evaluation. Students electing to submit their data to the research, and students taking part in an interview, sign a form to indicate their informed consent and choose a name by which they cannot readily be associated and would like to be known in any publications. This can be their own first name or any other first name.

All students were also offered the opportunity to complete questionnaires to self-assess their attitudes to learning at the start and end of each course.

As introduced above, the questionnaire we developed with our students for use in phase two of this research includes measures of the four identified themes of perspective-taking, self-esteem, interpersonal-efficacy and self-efficacy. The questionnaire was developed by adapting validated measures used in previous research. Our measure of perspective-taking comprised three items (\( = .82 \) and \( .72 \), pre and post, respectively) adapted from the Interpersonal Reactivity Index. Our measure of self-efficacy comprised four items (\( = .75 \) and \( .64 \)) from the Rosenberg Self-Esteem scale. Our measures of self-efficacy and interpersonal-efficacy were adapted from a similar measure by Sherer, et al. Following Bandura’s recommendation that self-efficacy scales should be specifically tailored to the area of functioning being assessed, we incorporated references to the learning context, using familiar language taken from phase one qualitative data and we rephrased some of the items of the original scale from negative to positive. Our resulting measure of self-efficacy in a learning context comprises 13 items, such as ‘I can try doing a task even if it seems complicated at first glance’ and ‘I can face difficulties in learning’ (\( = .94 \) and \( .93 \)). Our measure of interpersonal-efficacy in a learning context comprises seven items, such as ‘I can build relationships that help me to work with people who seem different to me’ and ‘I can share my ideas confidently with other people’ (\( = .90 \) and \( .91 \)). All items for each measure are rated on a 10-point scale from 0 (‘cannot do at all’) to 10 (‘highly certain can do’).

The internal consistency of all scales was high to acceptable based on Cronbach’s \( \alpha \) (as above) both at baseline (pre) and at the follow-up (post) assessment, suggesting reliability of the measured constructs.

73. Our study sample did not allow us to carry out a factor analysis. However, we are currently working on a validation paper of our study measures based on a much larger university sample. This will include a factor analysis to demonstrate the distinctiveness and consistency of each of the constructs.
Data analysis

Analysis of qualitative data collected across both phases of the research (n=252) was conducted using Atlas-ti software. Following inductive analysis of phase one interviews (n=123), a coding framework was established. All phase one and phase two interviews were included in the analysis.

For quantitative analysis of the pre and post-course questionnaires preliminary and descriptive analyses, as well as paired samples t-tests (utilised to test changes between baseline and post course scores on all of the key study variables) were carried out in SPSS statistical analysis software. Linear regression analyses were carried out to assess whether changes in perspective-taking, self-esteem and interpersonal-efficacy predict changes in self-efficacy. Calculation was carried out utilising G*Power 3 software to determine the required sample size. Moderation analyses were carried out with the PROCESS macro for SPSS using the bootstrapping method with bias-corrected confidence estimates. The 95 per cent confidence interval of the indirect effect was obtained with 5000 bootstrap resamples. All analyses were carried out on the change scores (post-course score — pre-course score) to explore how the changes in the studied variables following course participation related to each other. Analyses were also carried out with the post-course scores, while controlling for pre-course scores and these yielded similar findings.

Findings

In this section we draw on the findings from our qualitative and quantitative analysis to explore each of our hypothesis in turn. Within each section we comment on any differences observed between prison and university-based students.

Do students report significantly higher levels of perspective-taking, self-esteem, interpersonal-efficacy and self-efficacy following participation in a Learning Together course?

During post-course interviews themes of growth through changes in perspective-taking, self-esteem, interpersonal-efficacy and self-efficacy were common.

During post-course interviews themes of growth through changes in perspective-taking, self-esteem, interpersonal-efficacy and self-efficacy were common. Students told us they began to think and feel differently about things in general, about themselves, about what they wanted and thought they could achieve in life and about who they were connected with on this journey and why that mattered.

Comments on perspective-taking often related to ideas of similarity and difference between the two groups of students, and how Learning Together had challenged simplistic notions of similarity and difference. For example, when asked ‘What do you think that you learned on the course?’ Lewey, a prison-based student, responded:

I learned that I used to think my situation was unique, and it’s not that. Everyone’s got — even though you come from different areas and different experiences, there’s certain things that are shared.

While Ben, a university-based student, identified the most important thing about the course for him as:

[The coming together of people from different backgrounds, because if you do that, that’s going to bring up differences between people and it’s going to make you realise that actually a lot of those differences are flatter and smaller than you think. That said, there’s no point pretending that everybody is on a completely level equal footing when some of us get in a coach and go home at the end of

74. Difference scores were calculated and zero-order correlations utilised to assess the relations between the change scores; and whether changes in any of the variables are related to changes in the other variables. All the correlations were significant at p<.001, with the exception of one, which was p<.05.
76. The calculation suggested that a single moderator model would require a minimum sample of 73 participants to detect small effects (f²=.15) and 55 participants to detect medium effects (f²=.20); both with a standard power level of .95, and alpha of .05. Thus, the sample sizes were sufficient to detect moderation effects on combined sample as well as separately for the sub-samples of university-based (n=57) and prison-based (n=75) students.
the day and some of us are going to be in prison for another 30 years or whatever it might be. But what is special and what’s good about the space for me comes primarily from compressing people who normally don’t come into contact with one another and making them think about where the differences really are.

Students explained how the Learning Together classroom presented opportunities for social and academic stretch, and how these opportunities appeared to relate to growth in other areas. Speaking about his experiences of giving a speech at the end of course celebration, Gareth, a prison-based student, explained how it boosted his self-esteem:

[F]or a lot of my life, I had this, sort of, like, guilt complex, when I was little, and that manifested itself in sort of, like, self-esteem was basically nothing, you know, and I’d cover that up with sarcastic arrogance and stuff like that, just to try and keep people away [...] I actually felt really proud of myself up there [...] people were sharing the fact that actually I was, you know, standing up. I knew when I was writing [my speech], [I thought] as long as I can deliver this, I’ll be alright. These people are really going to understand what I’m saying, and that’s exactly the comments I got back. I was, like, you know, I told myself, this is what I want to do, and I did it. It was the most pure version of validation I think I could have from what I’ve done.

Students from the university also talked about changes in their self-esteem, but in slightly different ways to the prison-based students. Students self-confidence often manifested in a realisation they were ‘good enough’ just as they were; that they had some skills and knowledge with real world currency, and didn’t have to be perfect.

Elinor (a university-based student) described herself as struggling with perfectionism and saw her growth as coming to realise ‘I’m OK’ and ‘it’s OK that I’m not the best’. Claudia (a university-based student) discussed the social paralysis she often feels when interacting with people she doesn’t know, but described how ‘while I was getting to know people, the confidence was coming back,’ as a result of which she said, ‘I felt better’ and found herself ‘interacting more and being less self-conscious of whether am I doing this right or am I doing this wrong?’ . Claudia specifically attributed this growth in self-confidence to the interactions she had in her small group within the Learning Together classroom:

I felt that my group had grown around me, actually, and this is something that happened quite soon [early in the course] and it gave me a lot of confidence, and I feel that these bonds have grown more throughout the course.

William describes something similar in relating his own growth in confidence to his experience of a different learning environment and a sense of his place, utility and purpose within the group:

No one was very sort of ‘humble’ and they were all very willing to listen to each other. No one was intimidating or anything like that, so that was good, and there was no one desperately trying to prove themselves or anything like that. So maybe some of the negative things you’d get in the learning environment in Cambridge weren’t there at Whitemoor. I think I became more confident, definitely, because — it was great to actually be sharing ideas with other people and talking about them and it actually working, people responding and registering what they are saying and surprising you and saying interesting things in response. That was definitely a confidence boost, because you feel like you are doing something that’s making a difference for the people there.
This growth in self-esteem seemed, in turn, to boost self-efficacy. For many prison-based students, like Rosca, Learning Together was their first positive experience of an educational environment. Rosca linked this to a growing sense of self-efficacy — feeling different about himself and his future:

R: To be honest with you, my experiences of learning even when I was in school and things like that has always been shit. I’ve always been picked on because I was different and I didn’t speak the language well and I came from here and I came from there, so everyone used to try their best to pick on me. So me going into [Learning Together], I think it was massive for me because I haven’t been in that environment learning with people in a classroom or doing anything. Even in prison I’ve always stayed away from education, just because of my experiences in the past.

I: So who is Rosca now?

R: Confident. I would like to say confident. Although I still have doubts every now and then in my mind, but I think everyone has doubts, it’s just knowing that, actually, I can do this. If I want to learn I can learn. If I want to do rapping, I can rap. Anything I want to do, I can actually do it. So I’m more confident. I think Learning Together has played a massive part in that.

For others, such as James, another prison-based student, increased self-esteem through Learning Together didn’t just influence what he thought he could do in life, but also with whom he thought he could do it:

I came to prison when I was 18. I’ve been in for nearly 14 years now, and I’m not going to lie, there’s been periods where I’ve thought, do you know what, it’s over, I’ve fucking, I’ve disseminated my life, it’s done, I’ve ruined it as well as ruining other people’s. […] And then, things like this can, like I say, reignite that fire in my belly and give me a desire to get out — it’s a self-esteem booster and it’s kind of, I’m going to get stuff out of it for me, you know? It’s about realising my life is not over and I can still make something of myself. I can still get out, find love, have a family, have a good job, have good friends, not fucking criminals. Yes, it’s about that.

I haven’t been in that environment learning with people in a classroom or doing anything. Even in prison I’ve always stayed away from education, just because of my experiences in the past.

University-based students narrated similar changes in self-efficacy but, once again, these often related more to translating academic competence into ‘real world’ currency or capacity. Zoe, for example, attributed her increased certainty about what she wanted to do, and the sense she could do it, to a less pressured learning environment, encouragement from fellow students and the confidence boost and broadened career options that had come from being around other people who didn’t feel they had to have an entire life plan sorted:

I think I’m a bit surer of my plans for the future. I think meeting all the different people in Grendon and then having a conversation with them about the stuff that I want to do and all those sorts of things, and they are actually all very encouraging — and meeting people sort of outside of your realm of being in uni, where everyone has got a plan, and getting encouragement from people that are completely different or that are inside is quite validating, I would say. But also, my focus has shifted more to prisons and police law, away from broadly criminal stuff.

For others, changes in self-efficacy related more to learning real-life transferrable skills which could be put to use in a chosen career. Jane was training to be a curate in the Church of England. She talked about how she would now ‘feel more confident’ about building a diverse congregation. The interviewer then asked her ‘What if you had a whole bunch of parishioners that said “That person can’t be in our church?”’, to which she replied:

Well, I’d feel much more like, part of me will want to say, ‘That’s a load of rubbish, and you need to change what you think!’ , but also, having been through this process, and
understood more about mentoring in the community and the process of learning in prison, realising more that you can’t just say that. You’ve got to take them through that process as well. I think I’d feel more confident being able to do that.

Running through all of this data about the more individual aspects of perspective-taking, self-esteem and self-efficacy, is the role of the interpersonal — the group. As Elinor, a university-student put it, ‘the learning happens in the interaction.’ Learning, and learning gain, can sometimes be viewed quite individualistically — what did one student learn or gain — but in interview our students seemed to describe a movement beyond individual gain, towards a mutuality inherent in achieving shared goals. The African philosophy of ‘Ubuntu’ — literally, ‘I am, because we are’ — seems to sum this up well.

Students recognised their individual contributions were important not in and of themselves, but as a part of a larger whole. One university-based student, Laura, a keen rugby player, related her experiences of Learning Together to being part of a team, where it’s not about you as an individual, but your contribution is nevertheless vital:

For me […] it’s something that’s not about you, because it happens without you there, but part of it is also you, you have to be there for it to happen too, so it’s kind of not all about you, but you are also part of it. There’s a lot of parallels with [the rugby team name] environment and Learning Together. You’re giving everything because the best thing is for everybody to have a good experience and for you to win the match. […] I don’t want to win rugby matches because I want to win them, I want to win them because I want to play the best I can for my friends. So, it’s about your goal not being about self-gain, I think, so you’re not trying to gain anything for yourself.

This sense of mutuality and interdependence was often narrated in future oriented terms. Earlier in this article we quoted Lewey, a prison-based student who explained how his perspective shifted over the course from thinking his situation was unique, to realising many things were shared. In his interview he went on to explain:

I must admit at first, when I first joined the course, I was thinking, ‘You’re only here to pick our brains, to use us as guinea pigs to see what you can gain from us. It’s an opportunity for you to just come into a prison and meet prisoners.’ But after a while, that went away. You could see that they were genuine good people […] you could see that it’s not like that. We both were sharing our experiences. It wasn’t one-sided. It was both sided. It was good.

When asked about the most important thing he’d learned on the course, he said:

That [other people] are compassionate. They don’t just see us as criminals, the lowest of the low, and that they want us — to see us do well in the future.

Lewey’s learning was not just about how he saw others, but also about how others saw him and, confirming prior research findings about the impact of perceived stigma,78 he links this to a more positive imagined future, not just the one he imagines for himself, but the one he thinks others might also imagine for him. He indicates a sense of shared ownership of future hopes and dreams — from ‘I am because we are’ to ‘I can be, because we are.’

When we examined these patterns through our quantitative data, we found that students’ narratives of change were supported statistically. We began by running paired sample t-tests to assess differences between the scores of all students at baseline (pre-course) compared to their scores following completion of a Learning Together course (post-course). These analyses suggested significant increases across all four aspects for the combined sample (see Figure 1)79 as well as for the university-based and prison-based students separately (see Figure 2). In other words, all students reported significantly more perspective-taking, self-

---

78. See LeBel et al, n.21
79. Self-efficacy \(t(131) = -4.899, p < .001\), interpersonal-efficacy \(t(131) = -6.350, p = < .001\), perspective-taking \(t(131) = -4.540, p < .001\), and self-esteem \(t(131) = -5.287, p < .001\).
esteem, interpersonal-efficacy and self-efficacy following completion of a Learning Together course as compared to their self-assessment at baseline (pre-course).

**Figure 1: Pre-post Learning Together course differences on all key variables (n = 132).**

Note: *** p < .001

**Figure 2: Pre-post Learning Together differences on all key variables by institution.**

a) Prison-based students (n = 75)

b) University-based students (n = 57)

We used independent sample t-tests to compare pre-post-course change scores between prison-based and university-based students. This revealed that all students reported statistically significant increases from pre to post course, and that the rate of these increases were similar between the two groups. The one exception to this was the pre to post-course increase in interpersonal-efficacy, where prison-based students reported significantly higher increases than their university-based counterparts.80

Our quantitative analysis thus corroborated findings from qualitative data analysis, indicating growth across all four measures as students learned together. However, in the qualitative data, students were not simply describing increases across these four aspects of change; they also seemed to describe directional links between them. For example, in the quote below Adam, a prison-based student, relates his increasing self-esteem to the kinds of vulnerabilities it is possible to risk in a supportive group learning situation (interpersonal-efficacy). He connects this, in turn, with how he thinks about his future and what he can achieve (self-efficacy):

*I: What would you say you learnt from Learning Together?*

*A: I learned a fair bit about criminology, but I’d say that was quite a distant second to [wells up with tears] […] What’s the matter with me? I think you kind of put in front of us a range of challenges that were much broader than I’d expected, and I kind of learned that I was able to step up and meet those challenges. So, I learned that I’m a lot more capable than I thought I was.*

*I: What did that feel like?*

*A: It feels really good, yes. It’s just really changed the way I see the future. I wouldn’t rule myself out of anything really now. For a long time, I was dogged by these confidence issues, I’ve ruled myself out of so much, but [now] there’s nothing literally that I would*
limit myself in doing, which is really different. To you guys [speaking in public] probably seems like something that’s just a completely matter of course, but that’s the kind of thing that frightens me, but I did it, and I did it fine. From then on, all the little challenges that come along, especially the group project, I had to do some work in my group with that because I was worried about it. It was one of those things where the potential for feeling silly or exposure felt quite high, but I was really, really amazed at how it went. You put the pressure on us, you said, ‘You’ve got 90 minutes or so in this new group, to come up with something meaningful and come up with a presentation,’ and it’s scary but we came up with something that I was proud of. Doing it on the day of the graduation as well, it meant a lot to me. It did.

On the basis of our qualitative findings, as encapsulated in the way Adam narrates his change above, coupled with the previous empirical studies we described in the literature at the beginning of this paper, we expected that increases in perspective-taking, self-esteem and interpersonal-efficacy would all predict increases in self-efficacy. We were also interested in self-efficacy as an outcome variable because, as the literature we described above shows, it is empirically related to the kinds of outcomes prisons and universities care about. Below we report our findings from exploring these associations.

Do increases in perspective-taking predict increases in self-efficacy?

In order to explore this association quantitatively, we carried out a linear regression analysis on the full sample and the two sub-samples (of prison and university-based students) independently. On the combined prison and university sample the findings suggested that perspective-taking was an independent and significant predictor of self-efficacy. This remained the case when we ran the analyses on the two sub-samples of prison based and university-based students separately. In our qualitative data, students like Lewey had told us that their perspectives were changing, that this made a difference to the kinds of things they wanted to do with their lives and their sense they could achieve them. This was confirmed in our quantitative findings. Above, we drew on Zoe’s interview to describe the ways in which many university-based students found themselves developing broader and different ideas of what they might want to do in the future and how they might do it. This was often linked with new confidence in the skills they now recognised which could help them to achieve their goals. Zoe explicitly linked changing her perspective on people who are in prison to a broadened sense of where and how she might use her skills to affect change:

I had a change of heart over the year about what I want to do. I kind of went into it [the MPhil in criminology] very police oriented. [Now] I wouldn’t rule it out [joining the police], but I would like something where I’m doing more to promote social justice. But I’m not quite sure yet.

I: What does ‘more social justice oriented’ mean?

Z: Sort of helping vulnerable people in some way. Maybe directly, maybe indirectly, but having a career where I have an impact on that.

I: And do you think your experiences of Learning Together played into that?

Z: Definitely.

I: Why or how?

Z: I think because I went into it with the whole policing idea, I’d already branded people criminals. Does that make sense?

I: Mmm

Z: Of course, we need policing, but it was just kind of a revelation to see it from another, coming at it from another angle, which is hard, like prevention, and thinking about how to help people who are vulnerable from maybe entering a criminal lifestyle.

I: Pre-policing?

Z: Pre-policing, something like that. I’m not saying for definite, but it’s something I’m more open to now. The only thing I would say is that I used to think I definitely couldn’t work in prisons, [but now I think] why not, basically? But then I just think that maybe Learning Together is like the best of the best.

81. F(1,131) = 24.896; p < .001.
82. Prison-based students F(1,74) = 13.634; p < 0.001; University-based students F(1, 56) = 10.382; p = 0.002.
Learning Together had expanded Zoe’s understanding of the social justice issues entwined with criminality, and she had grown to view people in prison differently as they learned together. As a result, she also began to think of her own skills differently and to realise that while she might well be a good police officer, and because prisons were not just full of ‘criminals’ but broader social problems, she might also be able to work in prisons. So, our quantitative findings confirmed the directionality apparent in our qualitative data — that as students learned together their perspective-taking skills increased, and this drove an increase in their perceived self-efficacy — what they wanted to achieve and the sense they could achieve it.

Do increases in self-esteem predict increases in self-efficacy?

We ran the same tests as described above for perspective-taking to examine whether increases in self-esteem also predicted increases in self-efficacy. In the combined sample, the quantitative data analysis confirmed that changes in self-esteem predict changes in self-efficacy. When we ran the analyses on the two sub-samples of prison and university-based separately, we found support for this link in both. As with perspective-taking, these quantitative findings were also consistent with what students such as James, Rosca, Claudia and William told us in interview, namely that as they learned together they began to feel more positive about themselves, which led to increased self-confidence in their ability to achieve their goals. George put the link most clearly when he explained what seemed different for him since taking part in Learning Together:

[What is different now is] my outlook on education. Because just before — I only literally started doing education last year. I left school with a spelling age at 16 of a 7 year old, and I came to prison when I was 18, and I never did anything in prison. I did two and a half years before I was 21, no qualifications or anything. Got out — I was only out five weeks. Got lifted off when I was 21, and even up until coming here [current prison], I still never did no education, and it was Nick [prior Learning Together student], remember him? He sort of strong armed me into education, forced me on this big meeting in here [What is Learning Together? information session on the wing], and I never thought I had the ability or capability to do it because the rest of my life, when I was a kid and that, I got told I wouldn’t be able to do nothing. I’ve got dyslexia and that, so — but doing Criminology — even the level ones and level twos [entry level maths and English available in the prison] are good but they’re not really — you know what I mean? They’re just basic aren’t they, but doing this — I got a merit, you know what I mean, on my essay! And I thought if I got a merit — this is putting none of the Cambridge lot down, yeah? — [but] those people on there [the Learning Together course] only got passes, and I thought, ‘Wow, I can do this.’ You know what I mean? I’m on par with these people.

I: And how does that make you feel?

G: It feels good. I’ve got drive now to think I’ve got a little path in life I can go down.

In George’s explanation, his self-esteem is raised as he realises he has some skills ‘on a par’ with students from Cambridge and he directly links this to increased ‘drive’ and a belief that he has ‘a little path in life he can go down’. Three years on since this interview, George is on his way to completing his undergraduate degree.

What is the role of interpersonal-efficacy?

Throughout the qualitative data, the role of the interpersonal appeared to be a central force...
encouraging the gains students described. As the quotes above show, students often spoke about the importance of interactions with each other as they learned, but sometimes, as with Jason (a prison-based students) it was an interaction with a lecturer that really made him think about himself and his future differently:

When Nicky Padfield [Professor of Law and retired Judge] came in, I remember she’d come in before we spoke. She came in and sat down and I was asking her questions and she was asking me questions and it was the first time I thought to myself, ‘Hang on, I’m sitting down with a judge here!’ She was so down to earth, and I probably have made loads of judgments — and then I remember after she finished [lecturing] she came back and found me and we sat down and we spoke again and she asked me what I thought after what she had said, and it was just nice to be able to put my side across, and I could see she was interested in how I thought about things. I think that was one of the most enjoyable days on the course for me. […] So I suppose that’s what’s given me, the confidence to, like I said before, to write to the Longford Trust and ask for help [to fund further education]. [Before Learning Together] I would have thought, ‘They’ve got no time for me. I’m not their kind of person.’ But I suppose that’s what Learning Together has taught me. It kind of stands for what it says. It’s about learning together regardless of your background, colour, your religion.

But I suppose that’s what Learning Together has taught me. It kind of stands for what it says. It’s about learning together regardless of your background, colour, your religion.

In this quote we can see how Jason links the impact of an interaction with ‘a judge’ who was ‘interested in how I thought about things’ made him reconsider his own judgements [perspective-taking] and it boosted his self-esteem to the extent that he began to think of himself as the ‘kind of person’ [self-confidence] who could successfully apply for help with funding for further education [self-efficacy].

Similarly, Josh, a university-based student, described how the interactions involved in taking part in Learning Together had ‘empowered’ him to work in a refugee camp in Greece over the Easter break, and influenced the charitable work he took up immediately after completing his degree in Cambridge. He described how his experiences on the course ‘really helped me develop my own capacity for empathy’ which he was careful to distinguish as not ‘kind of patronising, like I have empathy for them because they’re here [in prison] and I’m there [free], but […] empathy […] that means really seeing the goodness and the complexity in people who are in very difficult circumstances and to not use that as a constraint or as a constraining factor but to use that as something that kind of compels me to do meaningful things in the world and to work towards social justice’. Josh went on:

I think empathy is tough because I think in many ways, it draws divisions too, […] but it’s acknowledging those divisions and working towards a more just and equitable world as a result of it. So a couple of weeks ago I was in Greece, I was volunteering at a refugee camp for a couple of weeks, and it was on the back of this course and it was in light of it too, but I found a very similar kind of experience as with Learning Together. I think it was maybe in part because of the course that I felt capable of having really meaningful interactions with people, not shying away from interacting with people for fear of being patronising, and being able to put myself out there even with people who are in very, very difficult and very different circumstances than I am, and use that as personally empowering.

For Josh, his interactions with others on the Learning Together course had taught him a more complex version of empathy (perspective-taking), which he experienced as underpinning both his belief that he was capable of working in challenging circumstances (self-esteem), his decision to do that work, and sense that he did it well (self-efficacy).

To explore whether this directional relationship was also reflected in our quantitative data we tested the effect of interpersonal-efficacy on self-efficacy. We also examined the role of interpersonal-efficacy as a moderator of the link between changes in perspective-taking and changes in self-efficacy, as well as between changes in self-esteem and self-efficacy. In other words, we tested our hypothesis suggesting that the effects of the increases in self-esteem and perspective-taking on increases in self-efficacy will be exacerbated by
Table 3: Moderation effects of interpersonal-efficacy on the link between perspective-taking and self-efficacy; and self-esteem and self-efficacy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>Boot LLCI</th>
<th>Boot ULCI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>Perspective-taking</td>
<td>.459</td>
<td>.164</td>
<td>.068</td>
<td>2.415</td>
<td>.017</td>
<td>.0298</td>
<td>.300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interpersonal-efficacy</td>
<td>.5194</td>
<td>.0765</td>
<td>6.787</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td>.368</td>
<td>.670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perspective-taking x interpersonal-efficacy</td>
<td>.153</td>
<td>.050</td>
<td>3.015</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>.052</td>
<td>.353</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prison</td>
<td>Perspective-taking</td>
<td>.466</td>
<td>.179</td>
<td>.091</td>
<td>1.960</td>
<td>.053</td>
<td>- .003</td>
<td>.362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interpersonal-efficacy</td>
<td>.574</td>
<td>.116</td>
<td>4.892</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td>.338</td>
<td>.802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perspective-taking x interpersonal-efficacy</td>
<td>.153</td>
<td>.065</td>
<td>2.329</td>
<td>.022</td>
<td>.022</td>
<td>.285</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University</td>
<td>Perspective-taking</td>
<td>.432</td>
<td>.166</td>
<td>.110</td>
<td>1.511</td>
<td>.136</td>
<td>-.054</td>
<td>.387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interpersonal-efficacy</td>
<td>.449</td>
<td>.089</td>
<td>5.016</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td>.269</td>
<td>.629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perspective-taking x interpersonal-efficacy</td>
<td>.080</td>
<td>.130</td>
<td>.613</td>
<td>.542</td>
<td>-.182</td>
<td>.342</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interpersonal-efficacy</td>
<td>.534</td>
<td>.073</td>
<td>7.275</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td>.389</td>
<td>.679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Self-esteem x interpersonal-efficacy</td>
<td>.144</td>
<td>.055</td>
<td>2.625</td>
<td>.009</td>
<td>.035</td>
<td>.254</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interpersonal-efficacy</td>
<td>.574</td>
<td>.109</td>
<td>5.238</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td>.355</td>
<td>.792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Self-esteem x interpersonal-efficacy</td>
<td>.158</td>
<td>.077</td>
<td>2.047</td>
<td>.044</td>
<td>.004</td>
<td>.312</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University</td>
<td>Self-esteem</td>
<td>.453</td>
<td>.173</td>
<td>.093</td>
<td>1.848</td>
<td>.070</td>
<td>-.014</td>
<td>.361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interpersonal-efficacy</td>
<td>.446</td>
<td>.099</td>
<td>4.497</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td>.247</td>
<td>.644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Self-esteem x interpersonal-efficacy</td>
<td>.065</td>
<td>.085</td>
<td>.7641</td>
<td>.448</td>
<td>-.106</td>
<td>.237</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

increases in interpersonal-efficacy. That is, increases in both will evidence a greater effect on increases in self-efficacy (see Table 3).

Our findings on the combined sample suggested that both perspective-taking and interpersonal-efficacy were independent and significant predictors of self-efficacy. However, the interaction effect in this model was also significant. This suggests that students with higher reported changes in either perspective-taking or interpersonal-efficacy also reported higher changes in

86. This finding is taken as statistically significant but is to be interpreted with some caution as it is only less than .05 after rounding down.
their self-efficacy. In addition, those who were scoring highest on both perspective-taking and interpersonal-efficacy scored highest on self-efficacy (see Figure 3).

When we separated out the moderation analysis to look at the interaction effects within the sample by institution (prison/university), for prison-based students we found the same pattern of findings as for the overall sample. Increases in perspective-taking predicted increases in self-efficacy, and importantly, changes in interpersonal-efficacy were even more effective in predicting changes in self-efficacy where changes in perspective-taking were also high (see Figure 4(a)). In contrast, when looking at university-based students alone (see Figure 4b), only changes in interpersonal-efficacy predicted changes in self-efficacy.

Figure 3. Moderation — perspective-taking predicting self-efficacy when moderated by interpersonal-efficacy in the combined sample.

Figure 4. Moderation — perspective-taking predicting self-efficacy moderated by interpersonal-efficacy in the sample separated by institution (prison/university).

We next tested whether the link between changes in self-esteem related to changes in self-efficacy differed at different levels of interpersonal-efficacy. For the combined sample, findings were similar to those for perspective-taking, (see Table 3; Figure 5) — both changes in self-esteem and changes in interpersonal-efficacy predicted changes in self-efficacy. Similar to the findings above, the interaction effect was also significant.
suggesting that students reporting the greatest changes in self-esteem and interpersonal-efficacy also reported the greatest increases in their self-efficacy. The same pattern of findings was found when looking at the prison-based students only (see Figure 6a). When looking at university-based students only (see Figure 6b), once again, only changes in interpersonal-efficacy predicted changes in self-efficacy.

So what?

We will never forget those early meetings in 2014 with students at the University of Cambridge and students at HMP Grendon where we explained to them our hope to build and evaluate a community of learners, and asked them if they might be interested to work with us. Over the five years since then they, and the many students who have followed, have taught us so much. In their book We Make the Road by Walking: Conversations on Education and Social Change, Miles...
Horton and Paolo Freire argue, ‘What the educator does in teaching is to make it possible for the students to become themselves.’ 87 The findings presented in this article support the broader research that suggests we become ourselves in relationship with others who provide connections, possibilities and encouragement. 88 The hypotheses we outlined above were designed to help us understand if, and how, individual and social factors of growth changed through learning together and how they interacted in this process of ‘becoming’. Specifically, because of previous research suggesting that perceptions of self-efficacy are important to the outcomes prisons and universities care about, we wanted to understand how changes in perspective-taking, self-esteem and interpersonal-efficacy interacted with our students’ sense of changes in self-efficacy. We have done so, and our findings suggest that to ‘become ourselves’ most fully — to experience ourselves as effective — we need one another.

Looking first at the main findings for all of our students together, we see that their sense of self-esteem, perspective-taking, interpersonal-efficacy and self-efficacy all increase from before to after taking part in Learning Together. Learning Together is not a neutral experience and is not simply a higher education qualification. Students say the process of completing a course together changes how they feel about themselves and their futures. Based on prior research findings, we expected that across all of our participants increasing self-esteem, perspective-taking and interpersonal-efficacy would predict increases in self-efficacy. Looking at all of the qualitative and quantitative data together, this seems to be the case — students’ perceptions of their own abilities to achieve their goals (self-efficacy) were strengthened as a result of self-reported increases in perspective-taking, self-esteem and interpersonal-efficacy. But because our interviews highlighted the particular importance of interpersonal engagement in bringing about these changes, we also explored what happens if interpersonal-efficacy was added into the statistical ‘mix’. We wanted to understand the joint influence of increases in self-esteem and interpersonal-efficacy, and the joint influence of increases in perspective-taking and interpersonal-efficacy in terms of raising self-efficacy. What we found, is that increases in interpersonal-efficacy are at the heart of the ways in which all of these factors interact to predict increases in self-efficacy. Because previous literature notes positive relations between increases in self-esteem and self-efficacy, 89 and perspective-taking and self-efficacy 90 increasing these elements in isolation can often be a goal of education. Our findings suggest these gains will be maximised by putting the interpersonal at the heart of learning. We discussed earlier how previous research in education and criminological literature highlight psycho-social processes of identity construction and meaning-making. 88 While Horton and Freire put the role of ‘the educator’ at the heart of students ‘becoming themselves’, our findings broaden this out to include everyone in the classroom — the transformative ‘magic’ is found in us all learning together, with and from each other.

Because our qualitative data suggested some potential differences between prison and university based students in relation to how different aspects interacted with self-efficacy, we also separated our quantitative data by group to explore our hypotheses. When looking at the university students alone, while changes were significant across self-esteem, perspective-taking, interpersonal-efficacy and self-efficacy, when we looked at what predicted changes in self-efficacy, we found that interpersonal-efficacy was not just the most important predictor, it was the only significant predictor. For university-based students alone, only increases in interpersonal-efficacy predicted increases in self-efficacy. In light of previous research, 92 we expected that increases in self-esteem and increases in perspective-taking to also predict increases in self-efficacy, and it may be that with higher numbers of university-based students data included in future analysis these links become significant. 93 At present, our data for university students suggests that broadening participation in higher education could be important not only for those individuals who might not...
otherwise attend university, but because a diverse classroom broadens the potential for the development of interpersonal-efficacy in all students, and this relates to the transformative effect of learning. We all learn more when we learn together.

When we looked at the data from prison-based students alone we found two differences that we think are pertinent in light of the research we reviewed above. First, just like the university-based students, the data on prison-based students alone showed statistically significant increases pre to post-course across all four of our measures. There were no significant differences between the baseline measures between groups, but when we compared the increases across the separate groups, we found that prison-based students reported increases in interpersonal-efficacy that were significantly greater than those reported by the university-based students. We think this finding is especially interesting because we know from research on the process of desistance that building a new non-offending life after being involved in a criminal lifestyle is incredibly difficult. In his review of the literature, Anthony Bottoms begins by stating the fact that ‘most offenders [sic], eventually desist from crime, and to a significant extent they do this on their own initiative’. 94 And in his study exploring differences between those who fall back into crime and those who manage to move away, Shadd Maruna found that this process involved what he called ‘tragic optimism’ — a sense of self-efficacy that was not dampened by the extreme difficulties encountered in trying to rebuild one’s life. 95 This could be interpreted very individually — those who make it are those who can make it on their own. But our findings suggest that crucial to developing and achieving what you intend to — is the interpersonal — a belief in one’s ability to form meaningful relationships and work with a wide range of others. Perhaps our prison-based students’ more pronounced increases in interpersonal-efficacy reflect their perceptions of how much they will need these relational connections to secure the success they desire and, perhaps more importantly, their increasing recognition that they are able to build such connections and relationships. In future research it will be important to follow up with these students to see if they have managed to maintain this increased sense of interpersonal-efficacy, to act on it by building relationships and working effectively with others as they move through the prison estate and into life post-release, or as they move on from university, and to explore how their experiences in different social contexts support or diminish these gains.

The second difference between prison and university-based students strengthens this argument. While for university-based students, interpersonal-efficacy was the only predictor of increasing self-efficacy, for prison-based students increases in perspective-taking and self-esteem also predicted increases in self-efficacy, and when we included increases in interpersonal-efficacy into the mix, it enhanced their positive impact on self-efficacy. In the literature review above we highlighted the important role of self-efficacy in desistance from crime and noted especially recent work by Johnson and colleagues which included exploration of interactions between social ties and ‘desistance self-efficacy’. Looking at enrolments in post-secondary education courses, they found this ‘social-tie’ did not increase self-efficacy, and highlighted the need for further research in this area. 96 Our findings in this area question whether enrolments in education really capture what is important about these activities for their relationship with self-efficacy. Of course, getting into ‘college’ might boost one’s self-esteem, and experiences of learning might broaden perspectives. But enrolling in higher education might also be a disappointment, and might not boost self-efficacy in expected ways, especially if experiences do not in fact provide social ties that enhance students’ beliefs in their ability to form relationships and rely on others to achieve their goals (interpersonal-efficacy). More nuanced measures of the nature of the social ties developed through educational participation, and how these interact with other areas of individual self-belief might tell a different story about the kinds of education through which we are formed and in turn form others.

We know from research on the process of desistance that building a new non-offending life after being involved in a criminal lifestyle is incredibly difficult.

95. See Maruna, n.10.
96. See Johnson, n.52
and the world around us — or to use Freire’s words, what kinds of education might be either ‘the practice of freedom’ or a ‘pedagogy of the oppressed’.97

Interesting as these differences are, they should not obscure the main message of the findings in this article, which is that for both prison and university-based students interpersonal-efficacy was doing the work, albeit through slightly different paths. For all of our students, Learning Together enabled them, to believe that they can form positive relationships and engage relationally in their learning, through networks, and this was the most important predictor of increased self-efficacy. Perspective-taking and self-esteem were also important for increasing self-efficacy (especially for our prison-based students) and their power was also enhanced through students’ beliefs in their interpersonal abilities. As Elinor suspected in the quote with which we introduced this paper, ‘The learning [really does] happen[s] in the interaction.’

These findings pose interesting questions and challenges for some of the policies and practices that currently define the delivery of education in our criminal justice and higher education institutions in England and Wales. The delivery of education in our prisons has, for many years, been individual learner centric — focused on quantifiable certificated achievement, with a ‘tick box’ approach to educational attainment to reduce individual criminogenic risk. This has often come at the cost of a broader, and more nuanced, focus on what might be learned and experienced through education, including learning that happens outside formal educational settings or accredited qualifications.98 Skills-based ‘training’ is often conflated with education.99

Higher education opportunities in prison are scarce and are delivered exclusively at a distance, without a strong sense of community through which students can learn and feel part.100 A longstanding lack of technological provision in prisons means that opportunities for creating learning communities virtually have not yet been exploited,101 though we welcome the emergence of some new urgency and possibility in this direction as a result of Covid-19. As we have argued elsewhere,102 somewhat similar criticisms have been levied at how some of our universities conceive and deliver higher education, including highly individualised pedagogical approaches and narrow focuses on quantifiable outcomes at the expense of broader philosophies and measures of learning gain.103

Higher education opportunities in prison are scarce and are delivered exclusively at a distance, without a strong sense of community through which students can learn and feel part. In their recent book on the purposes and practices of universities, Ed Byrne and Charles Clarke argue that universities should be ‘engines of change and social justice’ but are, in many ways, failing to live up to those ambitions.104

Our findings, with their emphasis on the social, do not easily align with predominant atomistic and individualistic ways of thinking that shape public policy generally,105 and that shape higher education and prison education in some of the ways we have described above.106 If the ‘magic’ of education really is unlocked by enabling students to form and mobilise social relationships and networks, then serious consideration might need to be given to how we ‘re-socialise’ learning. This should include consideration of what is offered as much as how (including with whom) it is offered, and the ways in which we measure and understand indicators of ‘success’ in our prisons and universities. This prompts further critical reflections.

98. See, for example, Coates, n.8 and Ludlow, Armstrong and Bartels, n.9.
101. See Coates, n.8.
102. Ludlow, Armstrong and Bartels, n.9.
about the current capacities and resources of our institutions to support this relational work and equip people to do it well. Building interpersonal-efficacy, developing students’ beliefs that they can build relationships and work in meaningful ways with a range of others, requires significant skill and a carefully considered pedagogy, with social justice at its heart. This is especially true when navigating relationality across ‘difference’, of which combined prison-university classrooms are just one example, where there are risks of entrenching and compounding prejudice and stigma, and ignoring (rather than reducing) underpinning inequalities. Learning how to form and nurture social ties within diverse communities is ‘messier’ work than the ‘banking model’ of education, which Freire described as a system that deposits ‘facts’ into students who passively receive and regurgitate them in individual assessments. Our data, combined with a growing wealth of research from a range of different fields from mental health to employment, suggest that these skills are potent and essential for wellbeing and human flourishing. With that in mind, it feels essential that prisons and universities lean into those challenges. Of course, prisons and universities do not work in a policy vacuum, and political decisions can make it easier or more difficult to make these institutions more or less inclusive or excluding. We have noted elsewhere the international variation in policy approaches to welcoming people with criminal convictions to universities, and argued that if prisons are to be agents of positive individual and social change it could be more sensible to locate them at the heart of communities rather than making them as geographically and politically isolated as possible. Finally, our findings also underscore the importance of understanding the qualitative value and personal development taken from learning experiences.

They remind us of the need to advance and measure the mechanisms that support positive personal change. Such insights might well be transferrable and measurable across different institutional ‘interventions’, beyond education. They might point us in new directions, encouraging us to resist the temptation to assume that all education or all employment is inherently positive, or positive in the same ways, for all people. Education can transform a person’s sense of self, and their hopes and prospects for what they want and are able to achieve in the world. But education that is poorly conceived or executed, including without the benefit of research to guide its aims and practices, or evaluation to understand its mechanisms as well as its outcomes, might miss important opportunities to do good through, for example, failing to consider the social dimensions of learning. Less optimistically, education of this kind might cause harm, by creating systems and practices that narrow ambitions, close off opportunities and fracture fragile hopes. Implicit then in our findings about the power of the interpersonal, is a broader cultural challenge for criminal justice and higher education about how we remain empirically curious and creatively open to a more critical re-politicisation of how we are thinking about, delivering, and evaluating education and the sorts of outcomes we are — and should be — caring about.

Having said all of this, like all studies this study has its strengths and limitations. With respect to limitations, first, throughout our paper we attributed changes we assessed following Learning Together to this programme. Depending on methodological epistemology (what kinds of evidence people think is needed to be able to make a claim that is defensible), it could be argued that without a control group, these conclusions need to be taken with some caution. The
extent of qualitative data underpinning and corroborating the quantitative analysis presented in this paper goes some way towards mitigating this limitation. Having said that, our aim for the next steps of the evaluation is to include a quasi-experimental design that will allow us to isolate the causal impact of Learning Together. It will allow a direct comparison of those who took part in Learning Together with those who did not on key outcomes while controlling for important confounding variables. Future studies may also include multi-information assessments, including direct observations, third party reports and official records. We were also not able to examine any gender/sex differences in our findings due to the unequal distribution of males and females among our prison-based (all male) and university-based (majority female) students, so these findings apply only to men in prison and should not be taken to hold for the 5 per cent of the prison population who are women. This gender imbalance may be remedied in future studies by including data from Learning Together partnerships with prisons holding women,114 and through including courses delivered by university departments with a higher proportion of male students. Over time, continued data collection will expand our sample size to enable us to detect even small effects and also to disaggregate the data to look at experiences by individual prison/university and by gender, comparing, for example, the experiences of male university-based students with male-prison based students. Ideally, evaluation would also have more time points to enable greater understanding of the temporal sequence of change. We are currently in the process of completing a longitudinal evaluation which introduces subsequent assessment points that will allow us to explore the relationship between individual changes, social (and institutional) contexts, and longer-term outcomes.

While it is important to acknowledge these limitations and the paths for future research they indicate, one of the key strengths of this study is that it is the first attempt to not only understand, but also measure, the experiences of all of the students taking part in a prison and university educational partnership. It builds on previous qualitative, theoretical and opinion pieces115 through adopting a mixed methods iterative design whereby initial research questions and measures were generated by reference to existing research evidence, but then ‘undone’ and more expansively reframed by close collaborative working with our participants. A mixed methods design maximises the benefits of both qualitative and quantitative research and allows for more reliable conclusions particularly when consistency of findings, such as in our case, is reached. While self-report questionnaire data provides important quantifiable information, the risk of answering questions in a socially desirable way is relatively high. It is therefore important that we were able to support these findings with interview data to provide a consistent and coherent picture.

At the start of this paper we cited a quote from Vivek Murthy’s book, Together, which describes the importance of the interpersonal for building more positive futures, based on the author’s work and experiences as former Surgeon General of the United States. In closing this paper, we return to that work, drawing on Murthy’s words that ‘[i]t is in our relationships that we find the emotional sustenance and power we need in order to thrive.’116 This perfectly sums up the key message we hope is taken from this paper — that the interpersonal and social dimensions of learning are critical for maximising the transformative potential of education. Writing, as we are, in the wake of our community’s tragedy on 29 November 2019 at Fishmongers Hall on London Bridge, the personal truth of Murthy’s words is striking. In the face of utter devastation only by holding tightly to each other have we been able to find the hope, courage and love to keep putting one foot in front of the other. With broken hearts, we remain determined to play our part in honouring the goals that Jack and Saskia cared so deeply about and lived bravely and brilliantly in their all too short lives — maximising the potential for good and reducing the potential for harm in a world where we are equally afforded opportunities to thrive, rather than merely survive.

114. The University of Surrey with HMP Send and Royal Holloway, University of London and Leicester De Montfort University partnerships with HMP Bronzefield.
116. See n. 2 at p 51.
Interview with Dr. Jo Farrar

Dr. Jo Farrar is Chief Executive Officer of HM Prison and Probation Service and is interviewed by Dr. Jamie Bennett who is a Deputy Director in HMPPS and editor of Prison Service Journal

Dr. Jo Farrar was appointed Chief Executive Officer of HM Prison and Probation Service (HMPPS) in April 2019. She was appointed after a long and distinguished career in public service, including as Chief executive of Bridgend Borough Council, and Bath and North-East Somerset Council. Immediately prior to her appointment, she was Director General for local government and public services in the Department for Communities and Local Government.

HMPPS is an Executive Agency of the Ministry of Justice, which commissions, provides and regulates services including prison, probation and youth custody. The organisation has running costs of around £4 billion a year, directly employing around 49,000 people, providing Justice, which commissions, provides and regulates services including prison, probation and youth custody. The organisation has running costs of around £4 billion a year, directly employing around 49,000 people, providing services for some 83,000 people in prison and almost 250,000 on probation. Jo Farrar took on the role following what Richard Heaton, Permanent Secretary at the Ministry of Justice described as ‘several challenging years’. The preceding years were described by the Chief Inspector of Prisons as ‘deeply troubling’ with ‘...far too many of our jails...plagued by drugs, violence, appalling living conditions and a lack of access to meaningful rehabilitative activity’. This immense leadership challenge was only intensified by the coronavirus pandemic, which swept around the globe in 2020.

This interview took place in June 2020 and offers an opportunity for Dr. Farrar to reflect on her first year in the role and the enormous challenges of leading HMPPS.

JB: Could you tell us about your personal background?

JF: Of course, thank you for having me, I’m delighted to share my reflections with you. I started as CEO of HMPPS just over a year ago and it is a role I feel incredibly proud to be in.

A little about me — I have two children (and have recently become a Grandmother!) and I live in Bath with my youngest child and my husband Jeff.

I have spent most of my career in the public sector. I remember making a decision early on — when I was working with young offenders in the prison service — that I wanted to have a career in public service. It gives us the opportunity to make a difference to people’s lives and that is so important, particularly when people are vulnerable or who have suffered from not having a good start in life.

JB: What were your early career experiences before entering local government?

JF: I spent most of my early career in the Home Office, where I always felt I was doing something important — whether that was working in the centre — in the Home Secretary’s private office, training staff, being part of the Inspectorate of Constabulary or taking a bill through parliament. All of these experiences helped shape me as a person and made me totally committed to giving back.

However, it was in the Cabinet Office, when I was working on Civil Service reform, where I came across some amazing people from lots of different sectors who encouraged me to reach out and widen my experience beyond the Civil Service. I applied for, and was surprised and delighted to be offered, an Assistant CEO role in Camden Council, a job which gave me a passion for local government as I realised the significance of the hundreds of essential services which councils provide to local communities.

This experience led me to becoming CEO of two local authorities, Bridgend in South Wales, and Bath and North East Somerset.

This second part of my career shaped me as a leader. It allowed me to bring about culture change, lead major programmes and respond to events and crises where — I firmly believe — we were able to save lives, bring families together and deliver lasting change.

I spent over ten years as CEO in local government, then, one day, saw an advert for a DG in Department for Communities and local Government (now Ministry for Housing, Communities and Local Government) and spoke to the Permanent Secretary, Melanie Dawes, who helped me to see the value I could bring to local government in a national role. It was great to return to the Civil Service and to bring something different, as well as learning a huge amount.

JB: What drew you to be interested in leading HM Prison and Probation Service?

JF: In 2019, I was drawn to the role of CEO of HMPPS as I could see that it would allow me to bring together the...
operational experience I gained as a CEO in local government, together with the policy experience and knowledge gained in central government, in an area — going back to my early career — that I am passionate about. I felt that I could bring a fresh perspective and new ways of doing things to HMPPS. A year in, it is a job I love and feel privileged to have.

**JB:** What do you consider to be the most important attributes of a leader?

**JF:** As I reflect on my first year, there are some attributes that I believe are really important to my leadership. Over the last few weeks, we have seen people react to the death of George Floyd in America, and I have heard some important and difficult truths from my staff about the way they are feeling and have been treated. It has reminded me of the importance of listening and of hearing people’s lived experiences. I want HMPPS to be an organisation where people are treated well and fairly and are able to reach their potential. While I am CEO, I will do everything I can to make sure this happens.

Another vital leadership attribute is the ability to empower and inspire the people who work for you. As a leader, it is important that you are clear about the vision and set parameters, so people know where they are heading and the space they have to operate. Then you should practice letting go. People will deliver much more if they are motivated and have freedom to innovate.

However, if you were to push me, I would say the leadership quality I hold dearest is authenticity. I could not be a leader if I was not true to myself. People need to see who you are and what you stand for. I always try to be the best version of myself and to have the courage to stand up for what I believe in.

**JB:** What, for you, is the purpose of imprisonment?

**JF:** Prison is the sharp end of our justice system. Whilst of course, this sanction is to protect the public, as well as being a place for those to serve the sentence handed to them by the court for committing a crime, it should be considered a place for rehabilitation. It offers a place to reflect and take responsibility for their actions and prepare them for a law-abiding life when they are released. We should take every opportunity we can to help people turn their lives around.

**JB:** What have you found most distressing and most rewarding about what you have experienced during your first year in HMPPS?

**JF:** I find it distressing every time I hear a personal story from someone in prison, youth custody or on probation about the difficulties they have faced which have led them to criminal behaviour and I find it incredibly rewarding when I hear the same people talking about how someone in HMPPS has inspired them and helped them to choose a different path. This is why the work we do is so important. Sometimes the difference our staff make goes unnoticed — and yet it has been so significant for an individual person. Our staff really are hidden heroes.

**JB:** Over recent years there has been a deterioration in safety in prisons. In 2019, there were 63,328 incidents of self-harm, 80 people took their own lives and 32,669 assaults. What is your approach to reducing these harms?

**JF:** I know that far too many prisoners are self-harming or taking their own lives. When I joined HMPPS I made it one of my key priorities to lower this number and I continue to pursue this with huge determination. We are doing everything we can to support those who are struggling and it’s one of the reasons we introduced the key worker scheme in 2018, supported by the recruitment of extra prison officers, so that everyone in custody can have the dedicated support they need and someone to talk to.

We’ve given over 25,000 staff better training to spot and prevent self-harm and are investing an extra £2.75 billion to modernise prisons, combat drug use and improve the environment in which prisoners live. We have also refreshed our partnership with the Samaritans, awarding a grant of £500k each year for the next three years. This supports the excellent Listeners scheme, through which selected prisoners are trained to provide emotional support to their fellow prisoners.

Whilst we also know that assaults remain unacceptably high, we are seeing positive improvements across the estate. We have been working really hard to reduce the levels of violence in prisons and have in place a wide-ranging Safety Programme to improve safety in prisons. The latest Safety in Custody statistics published on 30 April 2020 show some encouraging reductions in assaults and show how our efforts to improve safety in prisons were working at a time before the current impact of COVID-19. The figures do still highlight there is more work we need to do to reduce these levels further. We have seen a welcome 4 per cent decrease in assaults in the 12 months to December 2019 and assaults coming down by 7 per cent from the previous quarter. The number of serious assaults is also down 9 per cent in comparison to the previous quarter. This demonstrates real progress and improving safety in prisons is a real priority for me.

**JB:** The Lammy Review highlighted the racial disproportionality in the criminal justice system, including prisons. Despite making up just 14 per cent of the population, BAME men and women make up 25 per cent of prisoners, while over 40 per cent of young people in custody are from BAME backgrounds. There are also problems of quality,
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including: in many prisons relationships between staff and BAME prisoners are poor; many problems are identified and unmet including mental health, learning disabilities and family issues; the under-representation of BAME people among prison staff contributes an ‘us and them’ culture; and; the system fails to address reoffending and so entrenches disproportionalality. Are these isolated problems or is there a more significant institutional, structural and cultural problem in relation to equalities? What is being done to address this?

**JF:** I made it clear when I joined HMPPS that having an inclusive organisation is non-negotiable. I recognise that we have a long way to go but I am determined that, under my leadership, we will be more diverse, and we will nurture talent and encourage people to reach their potential. We are tackling this in a number of ways.

First of all, through recruitment. We are committed to increasing the diversity of our workforce, not just frontline staff but also in positions in policy and senior decision-making roles. We have set recruitment targets and are developing and supporting local areas to reach out to their communities and encourage people to join our service; trialling pilot initiatives to improve the application process; including targeted advertising in our large campaigns; and keeping our processes under review for adverse impacts and working with our Occupational Psychologists to consider how these can be mitigated.

Secondly, we know that we need to build the trust of the people in our care and are revising our complaints process to increase prisoners’ understanding and confidence in the fairness of the process; introducing a new incentives policy, which reinforces positive behaviour and reflects the findings of the Lammy Review and introducing an Incentives Forum in each prison, to bring together a diverse group of staff and people in custody to discuss the fairness of the Incentives system.

Thirdly, we are committed to ensuring our staff are skilled in cultural competence and we are developing training packages to provide the most impact. This varies from bite sized face to face briefings to a larger suite of online training and resources available to all staff, as well as introducing training to reduce bias in decision making and mandatory diversity and inclusion training.

**JB:** Modern prison buildings, such as Berwyn, have comparatively good conditions including cells with separate toilets and showers, and access to in-cell IT and telephones. The Inspectorate of prisons have, however, described that ‘far too many prisoners still endure very poor and overcrowded living conditions...[including] some of the most squalid conditions...broken windows, unscreened lavatories in shared cells, vermin and filth should not feature in 21st century jails’. In your view can such conditions be tolerated? Is there sufficient investment in replacing older prison buildings?

**JF:** When I started in April, I spoke to some Governors and I mentioned that I was under no illusion about the enormity of the task to solve the large backlog of maintenance work. It is not a case of some quick fixes overnight, but I’m delighted with the progress we have made and are continuing to make.

We are investing an additional £156m of maintenance funding for the financial year 2020/21. This investment will update critical infrastructure such as fire systems and boilers, refurbish cells and showers and improve conditions for those living and working in prisons requiring the most urgent attention.

I have been pleased to have been given feedback from Governors about the difference this is starting to make.

**JB:** The National Crime Agency have identified that Organised Crime Groups (OCGs) use prisons to network and recruit, and target staff for corruption so as to smuggle illicit items such as drugs and phones into prisons. What is being done to tackle this threat?

**JF:** I have found the overwhelming majority of our prison staff are honest and hardworking, and I am so impressed by their dedication to protect the public and commitment to our common cause, despite it being an enormously challenging role.

For the small number who are not, however, we won’t hesitate to take action. Last year we announced a new Counter Corruption Unit (CCU) to close the net on those who drive crime. The CCU has received investment that will allow us to design a new prevent strategy and introduce a new team within the Counter Corruption Unit to support prisons and probation teams.

As well as this, the training package for new prison officers has been redesigned and we have recently published information for all establishments to brief all new staff about understanding, managing and reporting the risk of corruption in their daily work.

**JB:** Recent terrorist attacks at Fishmonger’s Hall, Streatham and Whitemoor have highlighted the significant risk that continues from violent extremism. In response the government announced ‘Tougher sentencing and monitoring’. Is enough being done in prisons to address this risk? Is being tough the right approach?

**JF:** As CEO, I’ve been really impressed with the staff who have responded to these incidents, both operationally
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and in HQ. Violent extremism poses a great risk to our society and way of life. We take the threat posed by terrorist offenders very seriously and are playing a key part in improving safety in our prisons and in the community for those under probation supervision. We have strict measures to stop extremists spreading their ideology and our new legislation means they will now face much tougher sentences.

In January, we announced a significant investment of Counter-Terrorism capability and capacity in HMPPS. This will double the number of counter-terrorism probation officers, and provide a new assessment and rehabilitation centre and a multi-agency intelligence hub.

Highest risk offenders are managed through Multi-Agency Public Protection Arrangements which begin months before release. Terrorist offenders released on probation are subject to very restrictive licence conditions, with failure to adhere to conditions potentially resulting in being returned to prison.

More needs to done and we expect the threat to continue to evolve as it has done in recent years. We will continually assess the effectiveness of our actions and will be flexible in adapting our approach accordingly to keep the public safe.

JB: Can prisons offer the opportunity for people to rehabilitate? How would you like to see this strengthened in prisons?

JF: Yes, I believe they can and do. I have pushed for strong and open relationships between staff and the people in our care, which is so important. A good example of this is our Key Worker scheme that allows prison officers to support and encourage people in prison to address their offending behaviour, and help them lead productive lives while they are with us, and when they are released.

This is then supplemented by good education and employment training in custody to make use of the time that people spend in prison and also allow them a smooth resettlement back into the community. We know there is more work to be done. I hope a combination of the above, alongside accommodation on release and our through the gate support will allow us to rehabilitate those in our care and ultimately reduce reoffending.

JB: How do you see prisons connecting with the wider community, whether that is public service, voluntary services, educational institutions, employers and the general public?

JF: I have been so impressed with the work prisons have done to a part of their communities. Obviously, there will be differences in approaches across prisons as they tailor these to meet the needs of the local population. It is not an easy task — the walls make it harder for communities to really understand the work that we do.

However, we have strong links with the voluntary sector, who provide a range of services to support prisoners — and also their families — and the links which are so important to help someone re integrate into society. Relationships with employers are also strong, and often the relationship with prisoners starts before release. There are many good employers who engage proactively with us (Timpsons, Halfords, Greggs). The New Futures Network — the specialist part of the prison service responsible for engaging employers — is constantly seeking to grow and nurture new relationships.

We know that there are many who live in communities who support the rehabilitation of prisoners and want to see them make a real contribution in society. But we also acknowledge that this is not a view shared by everyone and that this can impact on the opportunities prisoners have to make positive changes in their lives. We will be seeking to do more in HMPPS to work with communities to support the work we do to reduce reoffending and prevent victims.

JB: What role do you see for research and evidence in the future of HM Prison and Probation Services?

JF: I believe that using evidence to inform how we deliver and develop our service is a fundamental principle. We are ambitious about creating a strong, open, learning culture. Every day our staff use their professional experience and judgement to make tough decisions — and we want them to make the best decisions; decisions which are fair, legitimate and effective. We plan and develop our system using insight and data and understanding the consequences of our choices. This is about bridging the gap between evidence and practice, helping our people turn insight into new and better ways of working.

Coronavirus has created enormous challenges for us, necessitating change and innovation at a pace we would never normally consider. We have already stood up a programme of learning, helping us identify what we have done well, and not so well, as we bring back our services for the better.

In the future, I see a clear role for research and evidence — we will use it to: improve performance and deliver our services as efficiently and as effectively as possible; increase our understanding of what works, learn from our successes and to identify and build on best practice.

To name a few ways in which we are doing this: Insights20 (a vibrant programme of over 400 events and opportunities sharing learning and practice across the justice system) has gone online and across social media bringing evidence to life. Skilled researchers and practitioners are translating evidence into bespoke practice summaries, five-minute briefings, videos and guidance designed specifically for front line staff.

JB: The Prison Service Pay Review Body described that prison staff ‘are responsible for delivering a service in increasingly demanding and violent conditions. We consider that all staff should receive financial recognition for the difficult job they are doing in protecting prisoners in their care and the public”’. What has been your experience of prison staff? How would you like to see their role recognised?
JF: I fully appreciate the dedication and hard work our staff undertake in difficult circumstances to ensure the safety of the public, HMPPS colleagues and the people in our care. The Independent Prison Service Pay Review Body is an important part in helpful us to determine the financial reward and remuneration our staff receive. I would also like to move to a position where we are able to recognise all of our staff through a number of routes, including offering a greater degree of choice. Pay remains an important element, but offering our staff a range of flexible benefits will allow us to continue to recruit and retain a high calibre of staff.

JB: We had two questions submitted by readers. The first is linked to the previous question: what would you like to have as an entry level qualification for prison service staff?

JF: I have found entry level qualifications can be very restrictive when looking for diversity in role holders. Even introducing minimums of GCSE level qualifications may restrict those who didn’t perform well at school, but who have gained valuable knowledge and skills later in life.

Where we are able to, it would always be a preference to design assessments which measure the specific requirements needed for a job role. With prison officers, we know that they require basic levels of numeracy skills. Instead of asking for a GCSE in mathematics, which is over and above the level of knowledge needed, we instead design selection tests that measure the exact numeracy skills/level needed in the role. Similarly for English — we know prison officers need a certain level of both spoken and written ability. Instead of asking for a qualification however, we measure this through our assessments. For example, we have multiple opportunities to measure someone’s spoken English during role plays and an interview.

In this way, we are ensuring we are measuring the important areas required to be successful in the job role, without restricting the numbers of people who can apply.

JB: The second is: do believe the new Incentives Policy Framework, which came into force in January 2020 in all establishments in England and Wales, which now places the onus on each individual Governor/Director to create their own scheme of incentives and privileges, is a good thing?

JF: We found that the Incentives and Earned Privileges (IEP) PSI — which the Incentives Policy Framework replaced — wasn’t being used effectively to help change behaviour, or experienced fairly, particularly by people from a BAME background. It was also very prescriptive, leaving little room for governors to respond to the needs and challenges of their particular population.

HMIP reported that IEP schemes were often focussed on sanctions for bad behaviour, rather than incentives for good behaviour, while the Lammy Review described men from BAME backgrounds as more likely to report being victimised and unfairly treated by the IEP scheme.

Clearly, we needed to address these findings. There is also good evidence of a link between poorer perceptions of procedural justice and bad behaviour — people are more likely to have a better experience of prison and abide by rules when they perceive them to be fair. Research also shows that the most effective way to shape others’ behaviour is to notice and reward the behaviour we want to encourage.

The new policy is informed by this research, focussing on reinforcing positive behaviour and ensuring procedures are fair. Consistency is provided through a common framework whilst there is greater freedom and responsibility for governors to design schemes to meet the local needs and challenges of their population and to make best use of the facilities they have available. This approach will better incentivise people to make the right choices, prepare them to lead crime-free lives when released and help make prisons safer.

JB: We are talking in the midst of the coronavirus pandemic. Prisons are at the stage of transitioning from the restrictive ‘lockdown’ regime to a medium term plan that manages the health risks but starts to restore a fuller service. What are your reflections on the immediate crisis response? What lessons have you learned during this time? What are your aspirations for the future?

JF: I have been really impressed and grateful to staff — both in HQ and on the frontline — for their immediate crisis response. We have had to work in ways that last year would have been unimaginable. They have risen to the challenge with extreme patience, compassion, professionalism and resilience. As the UK begins to ease restrictions put in place to protect the country, we are focussing on what changes we can make safely to begin our recovery.

Moving into the next phase, we have a real opportunity to shape HMPPS into a safe and inclusive environment, standing in solidarity together. My personal commitment is to continue the hard work that is underway in the MoJ, recognising that there is still a lot of work to do to ensure every single person — as a member of staff or in our care — is supported to be the best version of themselves. I will continue to do this with dogged determination and I look to everyone in HMPPS to get involved and do what we do best — working together to make lasting change.
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Working in the prison service can be very demanding, challenging and at times stressful. Why not learn a meditation technique that will help you to face these challenges better?

Vipassana meditation is a straightforward, practical way to achieve real peace of mind and thus to lead a happy, useful life. Vipassana means ‘to see things as they really are’. The technique is a process of mental purification through self-observation. It teaches us to observe the reality within ourselves at deeper levels, and enables us to dissolve tensions and unravel the knots within. In this way we can lead a more positive, balanced, happy and healthy life – full of peace, harmony and goodwill for others.

The technique was taught by the Buddha as a universal remedy for the problems shared by all human beings. It contains nothing of a sectarian or religious nature and it is accessible and beneficial to people of all backgrounds.

The Courses
The technique is taught at ten-day residential courses during which participants follow a prescribed Code of Discipline and follow a full schedule of meditation with daily instructions and an evening discourse elaborating on the technique.

Because it has been found to be genuinely helpful, great emphasis is put on preserving the technique in its original, authentic form. It is not taught commercially, the courses are run solely on a donation basis and are offered freely. All expenses are met by donations from those who have previously completed a course and wish to give others the same opportunity.

To find out more please go to:
www.uk.dhamma.org
www.executive.dhamma.org
www.prison.dhamma.org
Email: info@dipa.dhamma.org
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